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WHY THE CONSULS WERE ARRESTED.—The Greek and Germanophil Press made much of the arrest of the enemy Consuls
at Salonika, and talked wildly of breach of neutrality and violation
of international law, ignoring the fact that it was a just retaliation

Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

for a deliberate " act of war." On •December 30th three German
aeroplanes flew over Salonika and dropped thirty bombs, which
caused a few Greek casualties. British anti-aircraft guns on board
warships succeeded in bringing down one of these " highfliers."
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E MAN E ARE Fl TI G
Concerning the Romantic Career of General von
Falkenhayn, the Hope of the Central Empires
Contemporary with the Great War as we are, it is almost impossible to pick out the leaders
of genius in- these gigantic days. Frequently the thought occurs: Where_ is the Napoleon,
the Cesar, the Hannibal of 1915 .? Only will the light of - history-reveal the men who really
mattered in the greatest of racial feuds. The enemy, however, possesses one man whose
career is as romantic as it has been so far triumphant. That man is General von Falkenhayn,
on whom now rests the fate of the Central Empires and all the territories occupied by the
Teuton peoples. Originally the son of a poor Austrian nobleman, Falkenhayn now towers
far above Mackensen, Hindenburg, the Crown Prince, and even Wilhelm himself. In the
following article Mr. Edward Wright, who is known to our readers as the brilliant author of the
"Great Episodes of the War," gives an interesting study of thisnGeneral's amazing personality.

HOUGH the Germans do not think much of the
fighting qualities of the Austrians, they have had
. to go to Austria for a leader °' for since the German
Emperor and his first Chief of Staff, Helmuth von Moltke,
failed to break through to Paris in September, 1914, the
direction of all the campaigns has been undertaken by
Erich von Falkenhayn. He is by race a Bohemian Austrian,
about fifty-three years old, and he owes his position largely
to his southerner qualities. There is nothing of the stoic
pose of the Prussian about him ; a tall, handsome, and still
youngish-looking figure, with bright eyes and mobile face,
he has all the charm of temperament of the Viennese type.
Personality the Secret of Success
And it is by his personal charm that this son of a poor
emigrant Austrian nobleman has made his way in life.
His people left Austria about the same time as the Moltkes
left Denmark, and after being
educated in, a cadet corps,
Falkenhayn served as subaltern in 188o with an infantry
regiment at Oldenburg. Seven
years later he entered the
Academy of War in Berlin,
which he left in 1890 with such
distinction that he was given
a position on the General
Staff. There was no doubt
that he was a man with a
brilliant mind ; but, like
thousands of young German
captains of merit, he would
have risen very slowly in his
profession had it not been for
his great personal charm.

T

The First Rungs
After sixteen years of work
and study he was only a
commander of a company of
infantry at Thorn when_ his
fine drawing-room manner
enabled him to climb out of
the rut. At that time the
great man in Germany was
Count von Waldersee, the
favourite of the elder Moltke,
and his successor as commander of the forces. Waldersee was the principal intriguer
against Bismarck, and it was
mainly due to his influence
that the young German
Emperor threw over the old
Minister, and began to prepare
for a struggle with Britain.:.
Falkenhayn made himself
useful to Waldersee, and by
way of reward the young
captain was sent to China to
help in the reorganisation of

the Celestial Army. His handsome face and graceful ways
helped him wonderfully at the Court of Peking. The
Dowager-Empress liked his company, the Manchu Princesses
made tea for him with their Royal hands, and the Order of
the Double Dragon was conferred upon him.
The Courtier-Soldier in the Orient
For two years Falkenhayn remained at Peking helping
to instruct the army which Yuan Shi Kai was afterwards'
to use with such surprising effect. It is said that Falkenhayn's fame in China spread to Japan, and that he was
asked to come to Tokio and work for the Japanese Staff.
The tale, however, seems unlikely. Falkenhayn went to
Berlin for a brief -period of work on the General Staff,
and then returned with the rank of major to China, where,
after working at Kiao-Chau, he joined his old patron
Waldersee when the German Expeditionary Force arrived
during the Boxer troubles.
The death of Waldersee in
1904 interrupted his progress.
In 1905 Falkenhayn was a
lieutenant - colonel, and six
years afterwards he was given
command of the 4th Regiment
of Guards. All this time he
was working on General Staff
problems, and in the ordinary
way he would have become
one of those solid, wellexperienced officers to whose
obscure yet magnificent
labours the efficiency of the
German war-machine is due.
But in 1912 he rose with
an extraordinary rapidity that
amazed the German public.
The Zenith of Fame

General von Falkenhayn, the man of Destiny in the Central
Empires, the leader who has the supreme charge of the
Gemanis Armies, east, west, and south.

At the beginning of the year
he was appointed Chief of
Staff of the Fourth Army
Corps ; in April of the same
year he was made MajorGeneral ; and in the summer
of 1913 he became Minister
of War. He eclipsed all
records. Never had Germany
had so young a Minister of
War. Then, on December 1st,
1914, while still retaining his
post as Minister of War, he
became Chief of the General
Staff. Even Roon and the
elder Moltke had to split up
the work of forming the armies
and directing the operations ;
but Falkenhayn alone did
everything.
The explanation of his
surprising rise resides in his

[Continued on page 580.
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With General Sarrail on the Levantine Front

General Sarrail, the pensive figure standing fourth from the left. By reason of his excellent work on the western front he was
promoted to supreme command over the allied armies in the Balkans. On the right : General Sarrail is seen with General Sir Bryan
Mahon. the British Commander.

Gerieral Sarrail moving to another'part of the field. On the left : Receiving
members of the Pariamentary Mission at Zeiilenlick Camp.

Personally conducting the Mission over the allied positions.

The Mission inspecting camp bakeries with General Sarrail.
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relations with the Crown Prince. Owing to his Chinese
reputation, he had been charged with the military instruction of the heir to the throne • and while carrying 'out
this task in an adMirable manner, he succeeded in making
his pupil his friend and admirer. Falkenhayn, besides
being a charmer, was - very great on strategy; and though
allGermans then reckoned that General von Haeseler was.
their supreme - military genius, yet Falkenhayn managed to
win a- high, - sound position for himself by his talent for
diplomacy. - In ..the quarrelS between the Crown Prince
and the Kaiser, Falkenhayn, by actino- as intermediary,
gained the confidence of both parties. As
b is- known, there
were .Haeseler and the warmakers behind the Crown
Prince, and Bailin and other German industrial magnates
behind the KaiSer.. Falkenhayn pleased- the war-party by
the overbearing manner with which he put down in the
Reichstag the agitation over the Zabern affair ; and at
heart, of7course,he- was as eager for war as any man on
the German General Staff. • Falkenhayn Busy On All Fronts
Yet he succeeded in retaining the confidence of the
Kaiser, and when the-Emperor was won over and made to
strike before he wanted - to, Falkenhayn became his
factotum. - Instead of remaining at Berlin and watching
personally over the administration of the Army, Falkenhayn
travelled from front to front in the Kaiser's company.
The administrative machine was so well- constructed that
it -iworked automatically, leaving Falkenhayn ample leisure
to study. the mistakes of his rivals.
And their mistakes were tremendous. ; Haeseler, who
was suppOsed to be the greater Napoleon, 'failed in his
great stroke at Rethel on September 2nd, 1914, and went
to pieces,in the Argonne Forest. At his command was the
most powerful of all the German armies, consisting of six
corps under the - nominal leadership of the Crown Prince.
The Kaiser in person, with Heeringen and Rupert of
Bavaria to help him, made a bad failure_ at Nancy ; and
Helmuth von Moltke came near to smashing up the whole
German campaign in the Battle of the Marne,
The Man Who Criticised Wilhelm
Falkenhavn, as Minister of War, with no responsibility
for any operations, was able to criticise, and according to
German rumour he 'showed himself, during the break-up
of the original scheme of attack, a man of great moral
courage ; for it is- said that he turned on the German
Emperor, and gave him some very ,candid advice about
not interfering in the technical business of the battlefield.
Falkenhavn regarded the French -field, in October, 1914,
as a loSt campaign. He had no desire to hack a path to

Calais ; and when the Calais coup failed, Falkenhayn was
made, by one of the most surprisino- turns of destiny, the
practical master of Germany and bAustria-Hungary. He
had completely subdued the Kaiser, and the Crown Prince
regarded him as the only possible saviour of Germany.
Hindenburg alone stood in the way, and though Falkenhayn desired to see his brilliant friend, Mackensen, in
supreme command on the eastern front, he had to put up
with continual interference from the old Field-Marshal,
who had become, by reason of his victory at Tannenberg,
the idol of the public. It was not until Hindenburg failed
before Warsaw, and allowed the Russian Army to stride the
Carpathians and menace the wheatfields of Hungary, that
Falkenhayn got a free hand. What he then did, with
Mackensen as his spearhead, is a matter of history.
Could Have Taken Calais
It was Falkenhayn who organised the new munition
factories in Germany and•Austria, more than half a year
before the Powers of the Triple Entente saw clearly that
shells and guns would win the struggle. As early as the
winter of 1914 the Germans were using fifteen shells to
Russia's one. But Falkenhayn artfully restricted the
number of rounds per gun on the western front, so as not
to alarm the French and British commanders. When, at
the end of April, Falkenhayn was ready with two thousand
new pieces of heavy artillery, and a shell output of a quarter
of a million a day, he could have won Calais with at least
as much ease as he won Warsaw.
Falkenhayn's Bid for a New Empirz
It was Ins personal predilections that largely deteilmined
his point of attack ; and it was as an Austrian by race
that he struck at Russia. His scheme was as grandiose as
anything that Napoleon ever attempted. He estimated
that in fifty years' time Russia would have three hundred
million inhabitants, and Germany only a hundred million.
With a view to preventing the Teutonic-Empire from being
crushed in the next war, Falkenhayn designed to create
a new European Power of the first magnitude. It was to
consist of Poland, Lithuania, Courland, and Southern
Russia, with Odessa as its Black Sea port and Riga as its
Baltic outlet. This new State was to be called " The
Eastern Slav Confederation," and Falkenhayn,• with the
blood of the Bohemian Slays in his veins, was to be its
virtual founder. He won over the Kaiser to his way of
thinking, but while he was still trying to overcome the
dislike of the Austrian Court to losing their Polish
territories, Russia created a new army and resumed the
offensive six months before Falkenhayn thought she
would be able to again strike.
.F.Dt'VaR7

Gigging themselves in in face of the enemy. Special war picture from the vicinity of the Butte de•Souain, where sixty ousand
Germans riCently attaoked the French positions -and were repulsed with terrible losses.
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Desert Charge of the Dorsets at Kut-el-Amara

When Kut-el-Amara was captured by General Townshend's
force on September 28th, 1915, the glorious task of storming the
redoubts on the extreme left of the Turkish position was allotted
to the 2nd Dorset Regiment. About fifty yards from the Turkish
trenches they came against some unbroken barbed-wire. But,

undaunted by the obstacle and in face of a withering fire, the
brave men of Dorset carried the Turkish position at the point
of the bayonet. After this hard-won i ictory the Indo-British
force continued its march towards Bagdad, but suffering a reverse
at Ctesiphon, on November 40th, retired to Kut.
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Opposing Movements on the Balkan Fie

British guard outside the picturesque and imposing Austrian Consulate,
Salonika, after the enemy's representative had been arrested.

British sentry guarding the Turkish Consulate, the
arms of which are seen displayed on the balcony.

British patrol marching through the streets of Salonika. Inset: The British
G sardhouse at Headquarters, with some typical Scots and a French cisepatch-rider.

Thia striking impression gives some idea of the vastness of a modern European army. As far as eye can see along the river bank
fluatib-German ferdea'are -drawn up prepaFatOry to a massed attack'. On the left innumerable transport waggons and ammunition
carts wait to proceed across one or other of the hastily-erected pontoon bridges.
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Stores, Shells and Shattered Men near Scutari

Wheeled transport being obviously impossible over country like,
this, the Montenegrins had to transport their stores and
munitions by pack-horses.

Bringing a wounded warrior down the slope of the mountains, for whose freedom he has fallen. Inset : Montenegrins filling shells
on the shore of Lake Scutari. It seems incredible that men of the type shown in these two photographs could ever surrender.
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Hark! Guns do Bark ! The Huns are Coming to Town
It

Sandbagged entrance to a French commanding officer's underground headquarters in the firing-line, with timber-roofed
shelters for orderlies and man in the rear.

On

f the famous " 75's " in action in a street in a French town. Above: A heavy gun at the moment of discharge, with the shall
atilt actually visible in-its flight.
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The Fearsome Evolution of the Battering-Ram

If the enemy is favoured with a strong breeze, asphyxiating
gas frequently penetrates as far beyond the second line of trenches
as the heavy artillery positions. Therefore the gunners take the
precaution of wearing masks and respirators. This photograph

shows two French soldiers loading a colossal howitzer, the size of
which may be judged by comparison of the shell with the men's
figures. It is no secret that France has an unliMited supply of;s:.
these modern battering-rams for use at the right moment.
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Where the Trusty War Steed

Indispensable

--------

ttal,an patrol scouting a mountain side. The chargers,

with ears set back, evidently scented danger.

women providing refreshment for Italian scouts. -Right:
A war-time idyll afraid imposing mountain scenery. Picturesque peasant
warfare appears to retain much of its historic pageantry.
Italian gun team round,ng a pass in the Alps. Here, to the observer,

The War Illustrated, 5th February, 1918.
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Italy s Dogged Struggle on Alpine Plateau & Peak

Italian infantry advancing at the double under fire. This photograph was taken at a point exposed to Austrian shell fire, and
the Italians were about to man some fresh trenches.

In monk-like garb on a dizzy point. An Italian sentry watching for enemy aeroplanes at a lonely outpost station on a mountain-top.
Inset: Anti-aircraft gun about to go into action on the Italian front.

The War 111totrated, 5th February, 1916.
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The Dauntless Courage of a Highland Laddie

There are many precious incidents of unique courage, of a gay
contempt of death, which can forth even greater admiration than
the Homeric prowess of a soldier who, by chance of circumstances,
may account for six of the enemy, and win the V.C. The action
of General. Marchand, who led his handsome Colonial troops to
the charge cane in hand, or of Piper Laidlaw at Loos, aretwo such_

episodes. The illustration on this page is a third, and was only
rescued from oblivion by a correspondent's brief mention. In the
ranks of the Gordons a bravo Scot was seer) to advance at a walk
to the German trenches under a veritable hurricane of shells,
playing a mouth-organ. Could any human action be more
inspiring. And this is only one of many which occur.
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Brutal Cowardice of a Baffled Hun ()fixer

After the picture on the opposite page it is interesting, by way
of contrast, to contemplate the other extreme in human character.
The incident illustrated took place in the early days of the war,
and has only just been related by Private Joseph Graves on his
return from a German prison camp, as being unfit for further
service. On August 23rd, 1914, Private Graves' motor-cycle was

struck by a German shell in the neighbourhood of Bruges. Badly,
injured, he was captured by some German officers, who demanded ,
information as to the British movements. This was steadfastly,
refused, whereupon one of the company applied a lash to the
wounded man's back. Finally a second officer interposed, and
Private Graves was conveyed to Hameln camp in Germany.

The War Iltacit-cited, 5th Icbruarp,

1916.
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Sweeping Every Ocean of Mine and. Contraband

In addition to the North Sea, the great Naval Blockade embraces the Persian Gulf and Mediterranean, where every suspicious
craft is overhauled and searched for contraband destined for enemy service. This photograph shows a British naval-officer about,
to examine the papers of a dhow which has run down under the ironclad's counter.

Marines on board a mine-sweeper firing at infernal machines. This work goes on day by day, although one seldom hears of the men
who face lurking death with such steadfast courage in order that British naval and mercantile traditions may remain foremost.
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The Fokker and Other Items of Aerial Interest

One of the new anti-aircraft guns in action somewhere in the Levant. Commander, Samson, the intrepid airman on whose
head the Germans are supposed to have put a price, is seen the last figure but one on the extreme right.

eighteen months of warfare, the European
A FTER
campaign seems definitely to have settled down
into a drawn game. Neither side appears to have
realised its original plans to any great extent. Millions
of men are involved, but one group of antagonists
cannot yet claim any great superiority in man-power.
it is now more than ever a duel of intellect. Some
new invention, some wonderful aeroplane, some
amazing gun, might turn the balance completely in
favour of one side or -the other.
The Germans have adapted the Fokker aeroplane, which has proved itself efficient for what is
known as " barrier " work, or keeping the Allied
mhehines from the German lines and obtaining
irormation. Doubtless the Allies will soon find a
challenge to this latest effort'of enemy engineering.

A drawing by an "enerny artist,' supposed -to illustrate• the 'napture in Riga Bay of. a Russian ..schooner by a--German hydroplane.
!matt: The much-talked -of Fokker machine, which resembles the IViorane type. it is 'alleged to fitiVe 'wonderful qualities of speed and
endurance, and German-pilots have been instructed to destroy the mechanism, in the emeot of, haying to descend on hostile territory.
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What Italy Is Doing
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE

W

"

HAT is Italy doing ? " the man in the street is
asking to-day. " Why isn't she making greater
efforts in the Near East ? Why didn't she send
an army into Montenegro ? When will her armies penetrate
the Alps ? "
It is better when questions like these are being, asked to
face them and to discuss them with frankness. The British
public does not appreciate what Italy is doing, because it
does not know, and has had no opportunities of knowing.
Nowhere has the veil of secrecy been maintained so closely,
and nowhere has the censorship been so eliminating as on
the Eastern Alpine front. There has been a deliberate
and sustained policy of extreme silence. Italy has suffered
most from this. The world has not realised her great
efforts and sacrifices.
In May last, when Italy denounced her share in the
Triple Alliance and declared war on Austria, the event
was rightly hailed as a great triumph of our diplomacy,
and a tremendous addition to our fighting strength. What
would have happened if Italy had decided otherwise ?
France would have had to keep an army on her Alpine
frontiers, and enemy subMarines, sheltered along the
Italian coast, could have made the Mediterranean almost
impossible for us. The loss of Egypt might have followed.
A hostile Italy might well have changed the whole face of
the war. A neutral Italy would have been a perpetual
potential menace. A friendly Italy strengthens our hands
and weakens our enemies at every turn. •
Herculean Task of Modern Rome
Too muck- was expected at the beginning. Italy's
twenty-four army corps and her three million fresh troops
were to come, we were told, as the final and decisive factor.
Those of us who ventured to suggest—as I did in this page
on various occasions—that Italy was faced by a very
serious military problem in the Eastern Alps, which it
would be difficult for her to overcome, were almost shouted
down. The skill of the Italian mountaineers, the excellence
of the Italian guns, and the splendid strategy of General
Cadorna, were favourite topics. " It would be foolish to
dwell too largely on what has yet been accomplished," I
wrote in July. " Cheering as the, Italian advances and
triumphs are, they are little more than preliminary
skirmishes." I am sorry that I was right.
Italy had two main immediate plans before her, the
capture of Trent, and the occupation of the Alps up to
Innsbruck. The capture of Trent would go far to satisfy the
dreams of " Italia Irridenta." The, occupation of Innsbruck
would mean that the worst of the passage of the Alps had
been overcome, and that the incursion into the Austrian
and Bavarian plains would soon follow.
In both directions, however, Italy found herself face
to face, not only with gfeat natural obstacles, but with
natural obstacles made almost impregnable by skilled
artillery. One of the surprises of the war has been the
great artillery strength of Austria. In the Alps this
strength has been employed to the full.
Courage against Overwhelming Odds
That the expectations of Italy have been disappointed
I need hardly say. .But the disappointment has been due,
not to lack of courage, lack of skill, or lack of effort, but
simply to almost overwhelming natural obstacles.
To give some idea of the Italian campaign I must go to
those who have seen it from the Austrian side. Herr Karl
von Wiegand, the well-known war correspondent of the
New York " World," is generally regarded as a strong
pro-German, and has been given great facilities -on the
German side. He was specially privileged in being allowed
to go with the Austrian army on the Isonzo in November
last, and--to witness the fighting around Gorizia. Let me
quote some extracts from his description of the Italian
advance, a description written, be it remembered, from
the enemy's camp.
" With unshaken and unquestionable bravery, General
Cadorna's troops show remarkable tenacity of purpose

to attain this objective point (Gorizia) in face of what must
be appalling losses—losses out of all proportion to the
strategical value of the town. General Cadorna dashes his
Italian legions again and again against the Austro-Hungarian trenches, pushing his attack after each of his many
repulses, as though Gorizia were the Paris of Austria. The
Italians have advanced their trenches literally foot by foot."
Herr von Wiegand went on to describe an interview with
the Austrian general in command of the defences. He
spoke with great respect for the fighting qualities of the
Italians, and paid a tribute to the bravery they were
showing- in charges upon their trenches, often in 'face of
certain death. The more pity that the Italians have not
allowed the tale of the splendid endeavours of their armiesin this field to be more fully told. They have lost .1 6o,000
men in the Alpine campaign. Some figures are, for those
who can understand them, more eloquent than words.
Was it Due to Economic Tension?
Apart from the Alps, Italy has very special concern in
the campaigns in Montenegro and Serbia. An Italian force
landed in Albania to aid the retreat of the Serbians. But it did not—as many thought it might—push on active aid
to our ally: The latest reports are - that the Italians in
Albania propose to withdraw, since the Serbians have got
away. It is certainly difficult to explain why Italy did not
strike here, and strike much earlier, and I do not profess
to explain it.
Still more difficult is it to say why Italy, did not move to
help Montenegro. The Montenegrins feel Very bitterly
about this, and do not hesitate to express their feelings.
There is one possible explanation. Italy is feeling the -financial- and economic strain of the war very severely.
The high shipping freights have paralysed much of her
export trade. It may be possible, by the closer control
of British merchant shipping, to arrange that Italy shall
have a more generous service; and it is to be hoped that
this can be done.
In the days before the war Italy was growingly dependent
on Germany in finance and in commerce. The pushing
German business men made themselves- felt everywhere.
Italy hoped that British finance and commerce would soon
take the place of the German. She is disappointed that
this has not happened more quickly and more completely.
What Italy Could Do in the Balkans
Italy has no great reserve resources to draw on. Her
Alpine front has ever the possibility of the Central Powers
striking down in great force through the Brenner, and
attempting to drive a wedge through the Alps into the great
cities of Northern Italy. At the beginning of the n-ar men
feared that we should have Milan besieged, and Venice
wrecked. Italy has to- guard against these possibilities
to-day.
The Italian fighting unquestionably lost some of its
effectiveness by the lack of a real central war council of the Allies to co-ordinate the main plan of campaign, and to
direct when and where our blows should be struck. Possibly
it was lack of this central war council that prevented Italy
from joining in the Dardanelles campaign at a time when
her aid would have been invaluable.
Can Italy, this coming spring, take a leading part in
the coming Balkan campaign, in addition to the work she
is undertaking in the Alps ? Are her generals and statesmen
willing to despatch a really considerable army into
Balkania ? It is hardly necessary to state how vital the
help of such an army would be. The troops of Britain
and France have to be sent a considerable distance to
Salonika. Russia does not seem inclined, so far as can upto now be judged, to spare many soldiers for this field.
Italy can strike home in big numbers. A - large Italian
army in Albania would help to divert Austro-Bulgarian
strength, and would weaken the enemy all along his front.
We want Italy satisfied and enthusiastic with her Allies,
for whom she has already sacrificed so much. If there is
any step we can take to increase Italian confidence in us
to-day let us take it.
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Indian and Af
African Soldiers of Our Empire

Issuing firewood at Nairobi. Although so near the Equator
considerable cold is experienced on the nigher Lands, which
reach an elevation of 7,0e0 feet, and fires are often needed for
warmth as well as,for cooking purposes,

Weighing the Senor" kits. Twenty-five pounds is the maximum
weight allowed to be carried by each man.

Native scouts employed by the British force. ' ►esa natives belong
for the most part to races speaking the Bantu languages.

Landing from a ferry at Kiiin i harbour. Kilindirri lies south-west of Mombasa, the principal seaport of Eiritisit East Africa. Resent
heavy r,
have rendered progress in East Africa and .1yaeatand a matter of great difficulty.
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Behind the Allied Lines When the Guns are Silent

One of the small autos built to run on the French railway system
which each French General uses for quick transit behind the
front lines.

Sledges are used by the Italian Red Cross men to bring the
wounded down the mountains. Once on level ground, wheels are
affixed to the runners.

Touching illustration of a French soldier's confidence in his British comrade's ability to improve his nibbling apparatus—one occasion
when a little gas might be welcome. Centre : A French Red Cross ambulance being drawn by dogs through a deserted town.
Right A tailor patching up his comrade's uniform.

Although the Germans desecrated so many churches they decorated this one for service on Corpus Cl- ;ti Day. Right: The English
chaplain set this Communion Table in a casino, and thither our men flocked in hundreds t
ay Instead of play.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
X.—The Northumberland Fusiliers
N a hot Friday
- in August,
1914, while
the men - were at
work down in the
mines below, the
women and children
of the little town of
Jemappes and the
mining villages all
round it had the
time of their lives.
Rumour said that
les anglais were coming, and `for once
rumour was true. In a little while they
came, tramping steadily along, pack on
back ; they were hot and dusty, but otherwise they looked in -splendid fettle. Among
them were the men of the 1st Battalion of
the Northumberland Fusiliers. At their
head rode Lieutenant-Colonel H. S. Ainslie,
and they -were one of the four battalions
in the 9th Brigade, which was part of
General Hubert Hamilton's 3rd Division.
It had been decided by Generals Joffre
and French that this would be the best
place for the British Army to meet the
advancing Germans.
Smith - Dorrien's
Army Corps, in which was the 3rd Division,"
wa-s ordered to occupy a line running from
Mons - to . Conde, and with the canal in
front of them the idea seemed a thoroughly
good one.
Hard Fights in France and Flanders

O

The, Northumberland Fusiliers were
around_ Jemappes, and atter a- rest they set
to work. _ To the intense surprise of the
children they erected barricades in the
streets, -and - dragged machine-guns into all
kinds of places. Herd and there buildingswere demolished in-order to obtain a better
_view of the country_ beyond the canal.
On Sunday afternoon the Germans were -

" Then the 5th and nth, two weak
battalions, formed
One square, were quite
exposed, and in- a0nstant the .whole of the
French cavalry came thundering doWn uport
them.
But how vain, how truitless to
match the sword with the musket . to send
the charging horseman - against the steadfast
veteran
The multitudinous squadrons
rending the skies with their shouts, and
closing upon the glowing squares like the
falling edges of a burning crater, were . as
instantly rejected, scorched and scattered
abroad; and the rolling peel of meishetry
had scarcely ceased to echo in the hills, when
bayonets glittered et the edge of the smoke,
and with firm and even step the British
regiments came forth like the • holy men
from the Assyrian furnace." —N APMR'S
4 ! HISTORY OF THE PENINSULAR WAR."

in the Battles of the Marne and the Aisne.
They crossed the latter- river near Vailly,
Sergeant J. Squires winning the 'D.G.M.
for his gallantry on that occasion.
After a first -check their brigade forced
its way up the high ground on the other
side. where they entrenched - and remained
until they were moved in October • to
Flanders.
- In -Flanders the Fusiliers were at first
near Her-lies, but after several days of
hard fighting it was found necessary to
move them back -a few miles, and they ,
were stationed near Neuve Chapelle,
around which there were some severe
struggles at the end of October: In one
of these Sergeant Fisk won -the D-CAL
for gallantry, and a few dayS later QuarterCrouch gained the
master:Sergeant J.
same -honour. ,

Bygone Glories of the Old t Bokl •
seen in the distance, and shells from their
big guns burst here and there, but they
did not get to Jemappes, and the Northumberland men did not have a very hard
job in keeping them at a distance. But
nearer Mons they had got across the
canal, and farther away to the right they
had beaten a French army, and were
working round the British flank ; so the
Fusiliers, although their losses had been
very slight, were, like the rest of the corps,
ordered to retreat.
Along their new line the battdionS dug
trenches, and early the next morning the
Germans were 'again on therm The
Northumberlands fought in this Battle of
Le Cateau, and then retreated again -by St.
Quentin to Noyon, the peaceful little city
on the Oise so loved by R.. L. Stevenson. A further backward march to the otherside of the Marne and the retreat was over.
The Northumberland Fusiliers fought

OFF ICERS OF THE 24th (SERVICE) BATTALION NORTHUIVIBER LAND FUSILIERS (1st TYNESIDE IRISH) : Lieut.- B. C.
Brady, Sec.-Lieut. J. L. Donnelly, Lieut. D. M. Dawson, Sec.Lieut. J. WI. Dalzell, Sec.-Lieut. J. J. 0: Welton, Sec.-Lieut. R.
Donald, Sec.-Lieut. T. W. Thompson,,Sec.-Lieut. H. Wilkinson,
Sec.-"Lieut. H. A. PatterSon, Sec. Belli J. IVieLOughliMMoBrearty,C.F., Lieut. and Quartermaster P. McKenna, Sec.-Lieut.
H. S. Fitzgerald, Sec.-Lieut. H. M. Horrox, Sec.-Lieut. L. F.
Byrne, Sec.-Lieut. S. A. Jardine, Lieut. C. M. Goodall, Sec.-Lieut.

The Northumberland Fusiliers belonged
to a regiment first raised privately in 1674
to assist the - Dutch in their fight against
France. In 1-685 it was added to the British
Army's the 5th Regiment of the Line, and
it fought -in Ireland, Flanders, and SpaM.
In 176r and 1762 it won much glory when
fighting against the French in the - Seven
Years' War, and later it fought in America.
At St. Lucia the Fusiliers behaved ' so
gallantly in defending the island from the
'French that they were allowed to wear in
their caps the white leathers. taken_ fronttheir foes. The regiment was equally
prominent in Holland in 1799.
•-It was in the Peninsular War, however,
that the Fusiliers made, their great reputation and earned their well-known names
the " Fighting - Filth— and the " Old
and Bold." Their condUct at Roliea,- and
especially at El Boden in September, 16.1.1;
was held up by the Duke of Wellington

W. A. Short, Sec.-Lieut. H. R. C. Satcliffe,,,Sec:-Lieut: J. R.
Wedderburn, Sec.-Lieut. R. ,teor-erocki-.1sUC -Lieutei.F.
DPWIley,
Lieut. A. E.:.Rogers, Capt. J. H. Pringle, Capt. G. Swinburn,
Capt. K. Mackenzie, :Capt. C. Walface.,„„Maj. J.,IVG Prier, Second
in-COrnrnand, - Lieut..-CoL
HoWird; Commanding,'
See-Lieut. anti- Adjt. W Waring (aordorrHibilianders),,Dzipt. J. P. ,'-Gallwey, Capt. E. Pugh, Capt. A. Thompson, Lieut. T. G.
FarMa. In, the foreground (seated)
C. J, Mate, Sed,i
Lieut. G. Hardy, Capt. W. B. Watson,43.A:M.C.:
--
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Hot Work of the 6 Fighting Fifth ' in the Ypres Salient

After bombarding the British first-line trench, battering the
sandbag breastworks and actually blowing some of the wire
entanglements across the trenches, the Germans left their position,
only a few hundred yards distant, and began to attack in force.
The machine-gun and rifle fire of the Northumberland Fusiliers

as an example to the whole Army, while
at the Siege of Badajoz their desperate
and hardened valour took them up the
scaling ladders and into the town at a
moment when a British victory seemed
impossible. After nearly fifty years of
peace the Fusiliers marched with Havelock
to Lucknow, and the later services of the
regiment were in Afghanistan, Egypt,
and South Africa. During the Indian
Mutiny men of this regiment earned four
Victoria Crosses.
The " Fighting Fifth " Undismayed
By the end of January—passing again
to the story of the Great War—the 1st
Battalion of the Fusiliers was again in
trenches near Ypres. On February 24t11
the battalion lost heavily in an attack,
and four days later one of its companies was in grave danger in a
front trench, for its telephone wire had
been cut, and shells were falling all around.
Owing to the bravery of Corporal C.
Dow son, who carried a message across the
open in broad daylight, a-3sistance was
obtained and the peril averted. Just a
week later more than half of the men in
another trench were killed or wounded,
but, led by Sergeant A. Thompson, the
remainder held grimly on to it.
Before the Battle of Neuve Chapelle, in
March, the 2nd Battalion 01 the Northumberiands had arrived from India, and was
at tile front as part of the 84th Brigade
and the new Fifth Army Corps.- The
Fusiliers had no share in that engagement;
but the rat Battalion was involved in the
counter-attack made at St. RIM- two days
later.
At the Second Battle of Ypres the 2nd
Battalion held part of the British line in
front of Zonnebeke, all but its grenadier
company of two officers and one hundred
and twenty men, who were sent to

made dreadful havoc of the enemy, who were so bunched together
that our men merely fired into the crowds, it being impossible to
miss at close range. But it was hot work for some minutes, and
fresh ammunition was required before the attack was beaten off
by the " Fighting Fifth."

Hill do, and then to help the gassed
Canadians. Through the night of April
23rd these men—bearded, weary, and
hungry, after eight hard days in the
trenches—maintained the high reputation
of the " Fighting Fifth."
The grenadiers then joined their comrades, and were with them when the
Germans made one of their desperate
attacks on May Sth. The rush broke out
line, and the battalion was soon almost
destroyed. Three companies were killed
or captured entirely, and of the remaining
one the whole of one platoon was either
killed or wounded, for the 'Germans were
all round them. However, under a
subaltern, William Watson, the three
remaining platoons of the one company left
stuck to the trench, and although fired on
from all sides, clung to it until they wtre
relieved the next morning. Among, the
prisoners were the colonel (S. H. Enderby),
the adjutant (Captain Auld), and at
least five subalterns. Captains Hart,
Molineux, and Reynolds, as well as several
subalterns, were killed.
The Territorials' Fate
This was bad enough—a fine battalion
destroyed -but perhaps worse was the
fate which, a few days before, had befallen the Territorials of the Northumberland Fusiliers. A brigade of these men,
consisting of the 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th
Battalions, was in reserve, and about ten
o'clock on the morning of April 26th, a
Monday, they received the order to advance to Fortuin. They were going into
battle, nearly all of them for the first time,
but they seemed cheerful enough, as they
tramped along singing. Once at Fortuin
they were directed to attack the German
position at St. Julien.
The Fusiliers moved forward, the 6th
Battalion from Newcastle leading, but

it was broad daylight, the barbed-wire
before them was uncut, and the humps
and hollows of the ground unknown.
A hail of shot and shell mowed them down,
and soon forty-two officers and about
r e000 men about hall the brigade—were
lying on the ground. It was afternoon ;
the brigadier-general, J: F. Riddell, who
had come up to try and retrieve the disaster, was killed, add the attack was perforce abandoned. The list of " missing "
was a long one, and many of them were
afterwards reported to be dead.
Northumbrian Heroes
On that day these Northumbrians did
many heroic deeds. Privates Martin
and Burrell, of the 7th Battalion, carried
ammunition to the firing-line across open
ground, and Corporal H. Smith and
Private Yourstoun distinguished themselves by saving the wounded.
At Hooge, on June i6th, it was the
turn of the 1st Battalion, but happily these
men were more fortunate than their
comrades. They took part in the successful
attack, and led by their bombers, made
their way into the German trenches.
After a rest to recover themselves, the
Northumberland Territorials were sent
into the trenches, and in July they were
near Wulvergliem. There a number of
men of the 4th Battalion were saved from
death by the heroism of Second-Lieutenant
W. W. Varvill. Both our men and the
Germans had prepared mines under the
trenches, and it was a race as to which
would be exploded first. Varvill went down
alone to see that everything was in order,
and finding it so, got in the first and
decisive blow. He received the Military
Cross because " but for his energy and
skill our own trenches would most
probably have been blown up."
A. W. Holland
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From Log Cabin to First Line on Western Front

At a portion of the French line near a wood the soldiers have built a number of compact and comfortable wooden shanties. Left : An
officer's " palace," with glass windows. Right: A wooden field " restaurant" and the cooks who built it.

Scenes in and near a first-line French trench. Left: Shell bursting in front of the lines—a note in the Germans' morning chant of hate
Right: Luncheon in the firing-line—an interval for soup while the rifles remain ready for immediate use.

French sappers digging a new trench near the firing-line in the neighbourhood of Arras. Right: Once a prosperous tobacco factory,
now a splendid billet for British soldiers behind our lines In France.

NeW 155 mm. gun about to be sent to the French front, and soon to receive its baptism of fire. )light : Hauling a 120 mm. weapon
into a new position in the French lines. When the gun is in place behind the barricade it will , be masked to screen it from the
view of hostile airmen. (Photographs exclusive to " The War Illustrated.")
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Problems of the Naval Blockade
By Commander Carlyon

I

N considering the success of our
blockade system, as applied hitherto,
a good deal is credited to it which
is incidental to the war and not to the
blockade. There is, for instance, Germany itself the large withdrawal of
German tonnage now locked up in North
and South America, or captured by the
Allies, while Hamburg is an idle part
On the other hand, neutrals require
their shipping for their own use, since the
Allies have withdrawn a great quantity
of shipping for war purposes. For
instance, Great Britain has commandeered
for naval and military purposes 6,506,000
tons out of 20,000,000 tons of her shipping.
That alone creates stringency everywhere. There is also. an immense withdrawal from industry, not merely amongthe belligerents, but also adjacent neutrals
like Holland and Switzerland are
mobilised. There is, again, the land
blockade on the Russian, French, and
Italian frontiers,
Square Mileage Compared
Finally, the scale of expenditure depreciates the currency and the purchasing
power of wages. All these causes contribute to the average rise of food prices in
Germany, which at the end of last
October stood at 86 per cent., but was
probably higher, owing to the official
prices in Berlin being much below those
obtained in a free market.
While we have taken some 600,00o
square miles o€ Germany's oversea
territory, she has, with her allies, over
one and a quarter millions of square miles
stretching from the Baltic and the North
Sea to the Black Sea and Mediterranean.
Beyond that again lies the vast area of
Asiatic Turkey. To the south-west of all
this vast military camp in Europe there
is nothing but danger from France and
Italy and the sea, and to the north-east
there are the ominous millions of Russians.
South-cast the kingdom of Greece was
hoped for as a neutral sucker from which
sustenance could come, but bold military
action has rendered that impossible.
It is safe to say that only from the
neutral territories of Holland, Denmark,
and Sweden can supplies reach Germany,
and therein lies the whole problem of the
blockade. But for the Dutch, Danish, and
Swedish suckers, the Germanic Empires
would be prostrate. The lost ground of
diplomacy, whether prior to or during a
war, can only be recovered by military
action.
To End the War
It is possible that, if we impose the will
. of the Allied Powers on the north-western
neutrals, and also by military action
prevent Germany gathering the harvests
of Poland, we may end the war this year.
If each of these neutrals had to choose
between a fixed allowance arid no allowance at all, there is reason to believe,
when it is remembered that the trade with
the Allies is far more valuable than that
with the Germanic Powers, that prudence
will keep them from pushing their diplomacy to extremes for the sake of wealth
which is only the consequence of our
successful maritime war and which will
vanish when peace is made.
In all probability the Government
has learned fresh wisdom by recent events.
The ease with which it has carried
its Compulsion Bill is a surprise as to
the spiriS ilf the people at hOme, which

might have been taken into account
certainly as early as the facts of the
Russian retreat were known to the
Government but not to the public. A
still more potent factor has been the
success which has attended the firm action
of the French in Greece, as contrasted with
the failure of a diplomacy of conciliation
in the same country as well as in Turkey
and Bulgaria.
Holland, Denmark, and the U.S.
To have expected any spontaneous
action on the part of Greece against
Germany was as absurd as to expect it
from Holland and Denmark. Their attitude can only be constrained by the
pressure of a force which takes the decision
out of their hands and which enables
them to maintain a correct diplomatic
attitude to the Powers which have given
them object - lessons in Belgium and
Serbia. At this moment I doubt
altogether whether the real determining
influence in our policy rests with either
Denmark or Holland.
Nor again does it rest mainly with
America, since she would be content if

Lt.-Com. E. C. COOKSON, D.S.O.,
who was posthumously awarded the V.C.
for gallant conduct in the advance on Kut.
l-le endeavoured single-handed to remove
an obstruction in the river by cutting a
dhow adrift, but was killed in the act by
Turkish gun fire from the bank.

we square our conduct of the war with
her own blockade policy applied to the
3,000 miles of coastline in the American
Civil War, of which I will say more
presently. The Foreign Office fears
appear to rest on two aspects of the
-situation in regard to Sweden.
(i) Sweden might cut off from Russia
the supplies that pass by the railway
through Norway and Sweden, and while
communication with Russia is so restricted,
this would be a distinct loss to Russia
and, therefore, to the Allies. In other
words, so long as Germany holds Turkey
in tutelage and prevents supplies passing
to the Black Sea, she maintains the open
door through our Baltic blo2kade.
(2) If we offend Sweden she might
cut off from us our supplies of Swedish
wood and wood-pulp. We have, unfortunately, done nothing to organise
fresh supplies, with the result. that of the
400,000 tons of wood-pulp we need, threefourths still comes from Sweden, and the
bulk of the remainder from Norway. A
nation which has so much difficulty in

R.N., M.P.

co-ordinating war and diplomacy will have
still greater trouble in co-ordinating war,
trade, and diplomacy.
Our main contention is that this is no
ordinary war and cannot be judged by
ordinary standards. It is a European war
in which all the Great Powers are involved
together with their future liberties and
system of civilisation. It therefore justifies the enunciation of a special European
Doctrine as broad and sweeping as the
Monroe Doctrine if it conduces to the
successful ending of the war.
There are, however, a number of cases
in the American Civil War which will help
us, and they may be classified under the
names of the ships which came before the'
Anierican Prize Court—first observing
that the blockade was for a long time antutterly inefficient blockade and yet was
recognised by all the neutrals in the special
circumstances of the case as bound ultimately to become an effective one.
The American Verdict
Vessels of war were also stationed off
the mouth of the Rio Grande with orders
not to permit shipments of cotton to be
made from the neutral Mexican port of
Matamoras, and this cotton was declared
lawful capture.
The TROPIC WIND.—Judge Dunlop
based his judgment on a quotation from
Wildman on " Search, Capture, and
Prizes," viz., " A blockade is intended
to suspend the entire commerce of the
place, and a neutral is no more at liberty
to assist the traffic of exportation than of
importation." (Both ship and cargo
were condemned.)
The CIRCASSIAN.---Sailed from Bordeaux
to Havana. Condemned on the ground
that owners intended to violate the
blockade later on.
The BERMUDA and the STEPHEN HART.
—The ships were going from one neutral
port to another where their cargoes were
to be transhipped. Condemned on the
ground that transhipment of goods was
intended and it had hot been shown that
the owners " were ignorant of the ulterior
destination of the cargo, and did not hire
their ships with a view to it."
To the above may be added cases where
a vessel was seized on the return journey
for having previously carried in goods in
defiance of the blockade.
An Excellent Precedent
I submit that the American practice
gives us good material for extending our
blockade. The President of our Prize
Court has told us that the Prize Courts
do not require the same rules of evidence
as other courts, but they are guided by
common-sense. " Prize Courts," he said,
" have always deemed it right to recognise
well-known facts." Such facts are that
Rotterdam and. Copenhagen have become
depOts for the supply of Germany.
The position is similar to what occurred
in the old days in regard to the weaker
belligerent's Colonial trade. It used to be
thrown open to neutrals. Btitain and
her Prize Courts took the common-sense
view that a neutral is but entitled to
carry on a trade open to her before the
war.
We can apply an extension of that
doctrine to the condition of affairs which
this war has created, especially in regard
to Sweden, Holland, a,nd Denmark.

Par
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Heroes All: Seven V.C.'s and Some Others

Flag-Capt. H. W. BO WRING,
Chief of Staff to Vice-Admiral Sir
Reginald Bacon,K.C.B., C.V.O., H.B.O.

L.-Carpl. LEONARD KEYSOR, 1st
Australian Imp. Force, who gained
the V.C. for his heroism on Gallipoli.

The late Lt. W. DARTNELL, 25th
Batt. (Frontiersmen) R. Fits., who
lost his life when winning the V.C.

S,c.-Lient. G. S. M. INSALL, Royal
Flying Corps, who gained the V.C.
for his heroism in the air.

Sergt. J. W. BROOKE, 2nd Pte. J. HOARE, 3rd Mon- Pte, H. 0, STARBUCK, Sergt,-Maj. J, H. ROGERS, L.-Cpl. A. ALLSOPP, Somerset
King Edward's Horse, who mouth Regt., who has gained Leicester Regt. (TX.), who 10th Lanes Fos., who has L.I., who received the D.C.M
has been awarded the D.C.M.
the D.C.M.
has been awarded the D.C.M.
gained the D.C.M.
for rescuing a gassed man.

Pte. R. J. VALE, Coldstream Cpl. W. WHITE, Coldstream Bomb. A. V. TAYLOR, Roya Pte J. O'CONNOR, Irish Gds. Sergt. F. C. MOREL, Post
Guards, who won the D.C.M Guards, who gained the Garrison Artillery, won the
eceived clasp to his D.C.M Office Rifles, who gained the
for a bombing exploit.
D.C.M. for bravery at Loos.
D.C.M. for gallantry at Hooge
D.C.M. at Festubert.
for a daring reconnaissance.

Corpl. A. A. BURT, 1st Hertford Corp'. ALFRED DRAKE, V.C., Rifle
Regt., who gained the V.C. at Cuinchy Brigade, gave his own life to save a
on September 27th.
wounded officer.

Corpl. SAMUEL MEEKOSHA, 1, 6th
West Yorks Regt., awarded the V.C.
for great bravery near the Yser.

CAPTAIN H. IV. BOWRING, R.N., Dover Patrol, was awarded
the D.S.O. for his valuable services as Chief of Staff to, ViceAdmiral Sir Reginald Bacon during the Belgian coast attacks.
Lance-Corporal Leonard Keysor gained the V.C. for his fearless
bombing at Lone Pine trenches, Gallipoli.
Lieut. W. Dartnell gained the V.C. in East Africa, and sacrificed
his own life attempting to save the lives of other wounded men.
See.-Lieut. G. S. M. Insall won the Victoria Cross for his
daring exploit on November 7th, 1915, when, after a thrilling
battle in the air, he brought down a German machine.
Corporal Alfred Burt, 1st Hert'ord Regiment, gained
the V.C. for outstanding courage at Cuinchy on September 27th.
A huge German Minenwerfer bomb fell into the trench. Corporal
Burt dashed forward and put out the fuse with his foot.
Corporal Alfred- Drake, 8th Battalion Rifle Brigade, was

posthumously awarded the V.C. for gallantly giving his life
to save that of his wounded officer while reconnoitring the
German lines near La Brique, on November 23rd.
Corporal Meekosha was one of a platoon of about twenty men
holding an isolated trench near the Yser. A heavy bombardment
shattered the position, killing six members of the party and
wounding seven others. Corporal Meekosha, under heavy fire,
helped to dig out those of his comrades who had been practically
buried in the collapse of the trench.
Private Caffrey won the V.C. for life-saving under fire. Near
La Brique, on 'N ovember 19th, Private Caffrey and Corporal
Stirk o1 the R.A.M.C., ventured out to save a badly wounded
comrade. Stirk was himself struck by a bullet, and both ha-d
to abandon their quest. Later, Private Caffrey made another
and successful attempt.

Pte. JOHN. CAFFREY, York & Lane.
Rest., awarded the V.C. for saving
life under heavy fire.
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Enemy Photographs of Austria's Mountain War

Fake fortress, with dummy figures and "guns,'
arranged by Austrians in the Alps to deceive
Italian aviators.

Austrian machine-gun in action against the Italians. Owing to the natural cover so often afforded by the rugged ground on the Alpine
front, it is not always necessary to dig trenches, or even to erect sandbag breastworks. Inset: General Goininger, the Austrian
Commander, with his Staff in the Tyrolean war area.

12th February 1916.

E
I IlusOw tea
A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

TRAITOR OR TRICKSTER?—This unique photograph was
_obtained recently at the French Genera! Headquarters, and shows
two French officers interrogating a prisoner as to the disposition
of the enemy troops, from the map. To volunteer such information

Edited by

J. A. HAMMERTON

is the basest form of treachery, and, of course, punishable with
death, whereas to mislead the French officers is worthy of an
Iron Cross at least. From his expression the seated officer does
not appear over-confident in the declaration of the captured Hun.

The War Illustrated, 12th February, 1916.
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THE STRATEGY OF THE GREAT WAR
An Explanation of the Principles of Attack
and Defence in Modern Campaigning
By

MAJOR GEORGE W. REDWAY.

Owing to an unmilitary upbringing, it is in no way surprising that the average mind is still confused
over terms and expressions of war. Even eighteen months of endeavour to catch up zenith a fighting
system which was traditional with our Continental friends and enemies, could not be expected to dispel
our inherent ignorance of all matters military. Among the many terms which are misapplied and
generally misunderstood, even by people in prominent official positions, perhaps the word " Strategy"
is the most frequent examPle. The Editor has, therefore, asked Major Redway, the eminent war critic,
to contribute the following article to THE WAR ILLUSTRATED by way of explanation of the term.
IKE the old lady who found spiritual comfort in " that
blessed word Mesopotamia," many public writers and
speakers cling to the term " strategy" as an explanation of any military movement the object of which is not
clear to them, and so strategy is often mistaken for tactics,
policy, or administration. Lord Haldane has been a
frequent offender in this respect, and on one occasion
perpetrated an astonishing betise. As War Minister, he
told us that " the strategy which won battles was one
thing ; the strategy which in cold blood and through a
series of years devised the organisation of armies was a
different thing." But it is tactics, not strategy, that
is concerned with the winning of battles, and army
organisation is a branch of military administration.

L

The Secret of the Generalissimo
The term strategy is hard to define, but if we consider
policy as the :affair of the Government, administration as
the business of the War Office, and tactics as the art of the
battle leaders, we see that strategy must be the concern of
the Commander-in-Chief ; and, in fact, his plan of campaign
is only another expression for his personal views on strategy.
It follows that for each campaign there must be a separate
commander who frames his own strategy, though in doing
so he must have regard to the policy laid down by his
Government—represented by the War Minister—as well
as to the resources placed at his disposal by the War
Office, and to the standard of tactics reached by his fighting
troops and the divisional generals. All these points are well
illustrated by the despatch of Sir Ian Hamilton published
on January 7th. Strategy illustrates the intellectual rather than the
physical side of war, and a general is said to " impose his
will " upon the enemy when his plan of campaign deprives
his adversary of the initiative ; in other words, if General A
takes the offensive, General B must, willy-nilly, assume a
defensive attitude. Now the advantage of taking the
offensive in a strategic sense is that by crossing the
frontier you wage war at the enemy's expense, and preserve your fellow-countrymen from "such horrors as have
been witnessed in Belgium, France, and Poland. But the
invader must be sure of his ability to keep the lead
he has gained, for a check is a confession of unsuspected
weakness, as when the Grand Duke Nicholas came to a
halt after invading East Prussia and Galicia •' as when the
Kaiser's advance into France was arrested at the Marne ;
as when Sir John Nixon's progress in Mesopotamia was
,
stayed by the Turks near Bagdad.
Defensive strategy is usually the refuge of the weak or
the unready, for it conserves strength and gains time.
General Maxwell defended Egypt a year ago without
crossing the Suez Canal, and an Austrian commander has
resisted the Italian invasion since last May with such
surplus troops as could be spared from the operations in
Russia and Serbia. In only three campaigns has offensive
strategy been wholly successful so far—namely, the AngloJ apanese expedition to Kiao-Chau, General Botha's
invasion of South-West Africa, and quite recently in Serbia.
Elsewhere defensive strategy has enabled the weaker side

to keep the invader at bay, though whether we shall witness
such a counter-stroke as that which carried Wellington
from Lisbon to Toulouse in 1813-14 remains to be seen.
The counter-stroke is the pursuit of a would-be invader
within his own frontier.
The first care of a general then is to decide wisely between
invasion and waiting to be invaded ; but, in the case of invasion, a further choice must be made of a form offstrategic
attack. Military pundits speak of three modes of procedure,
called Envelopment, Penetration, and Interception ; and
these all have reference to the selection of a starting-pointcalled the base—an objective, and the military routes from
one to the other. The clearest example of envelopment is that
of Marshal Mackensen's invasion of Serbia. The Austrians
based on Bosnia crossed the Drina moving eastwards, the
Bulgarians marched into Serbia westwards, and Mackensen's
army based on Hungary came southwards over the Danube:.
Evidently a Serbian army, remaining north of Nish, would
be encompassed before ever a shot was fired. In other
words, it would be strategically enveloped, and then it
must fight on three fronts if it stand to fight at all.
Interception may be called an amplification of envelopment, and of this process we have seen no example so far
during the war ; but last summer we were on tenterhooks,
lest the Grand Duke Nicholas, by hanginc, on to Warsaw,'
should enable the enemy to effect interception
b
; for at the
end of July the Austro-Germans were crossing, the Narew
on his right and the Vistula on his left, and another week
would have seen the junction of these forces to the east of
Warsaw like an iron band encircling the main Russian
army. The Grand Duke would then have had to face to
the rear and cut his way out—if he could ! Such was the
situation of Bazaine at Metz and MacMahon at Sedan in
187o, and in both cases the whole army had to surrender
to avoid extermination in battle. If General Joffre could
contrive to strike northwards from Verdun to Liege, the
fate of all the German armies west of the Meuse would be
sealed, for they would be cut off from their base of supplies—
and that is interception.
The Enemy's Colossal Mistake
The third form of strategic attack is penetration, or breakingthe front, and this was the manmuvre attempted by the
Germans in France- in August, 1914. General Joffre had
echeloned his armies between Nancy— and Mons. Like
the steps of a ladder, the commands of Castelnau, Ruffey,
De Langle de Cary, Lanrezac, and Sir John French stood in
four isolated groups on a front of one hundred and seventyfive miles, leaving a gap in the centre about Sedan. The
military sin of the Germans was in failing to pierce the French
centre hereabouts, and so separating the French left
wing from the French right wing before giving battle.
It was the furious, premature attack of Von -Kluck upon
the British that caused the retreat from Mons in hot haste
and upset the German plan, which was to detain the forces
of Sir John French and Lanrezac in position until Von
Hansen and the Duke of Wfirtemberg had reached the
Aisne. When the strategic, front of an army has been
[Continued on page 604.
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The Wine-press of ar the Land of the Vine

In Argonne little trucks drawn by horses along very light railways are being used for conveying supplies to the troops. The saving
of labour is immense where the roads have been badly cut up by the traffic of war.

Champagne, pre-eminently the land of the vine, has been the scene of some of the fiercest fighting of the war. In the serious
way in which these French cavalry and cyclists are contemplating one another one seems to detect the change that has coma
over the whole of-France.
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STRATEGY OF THE GREAT WAR (6;t4:61.21,''"
broken the divided wings can be attacked piecemeal and
driven in opposite directions—Napoleon's favourite method.
But this and other forms of the strategic offensive have
crumbled to pieces in the present war, and that is why
hostilities are prolonged. The strategic defensive has
proved itself to be what Clausewitz called it—the stronger
form of war.
Just as there are three forms of strategic attack, so there
are three modes of strategic defence, and the first is the
defence of the frontier. To preserve our native soil from
the foot of an aggressive neighbour, to protect its inhabitants, is what an army is maintained for, opines the
taxpayer ; but this is easier said than done, even when
natural obstacles like the Vosges Mountains or the River
Vistula, or fortresses like Liege and Namur, seem to
buttress the, defence. , AlmoSt invariably the invader
will practise 'some deception and concentrate his masses
upon some weakly guarded point. The exceptions prove
the rule, as when the Turks on the Gallipoli Peninsula
found they could bring up troops, their food and
ammunition, faster by land than we could bring ours by sea,
and on such a narrow tongue of land the defenders could
never be in doubt where the blow would be delivered. All
that our Mediterranean Expeditionary Force gained after
a six months' campaign was standing room on a rocky
beach. How different in Belgium, France and Russia !
But we turned the tables on the Turks when they ventured
across the desert to invade Egypt. The deduction is
obvious—namely, that an inhospitable terrain is the true
defence of a frontier, and in highly cultivated countries or
those traversed by railways or navigable waterways a
defending army must resort to another mode of defence—
the retreat into the interior. In this case the army is
preserved at the expense of the inhabitants and the national
property, for the country should be laid waste in front of the
invader, who must then- halt and await convoys of food from
his base. The farther he advances the longer his delay in
procuring the means to keep the field, and in theory a point
should be reached at which the balance of military power
inclines to the defending army, which then delivers the
counter-stroke.
Defensive Strategy in Three Continents
The Germans in the Cameroon are exploiting this form
of defence, and they aim at foiling General Dobell, who
hopes to bring them to a decisive action before his little
army wastes away by disease and losses in guerilla warfare.
The Turks in the Tigris Valley are also finding their account
in this strategic retreat in spite of our successful fight at
Ctesiphon. The Russians now behind the Dwina would be
thrice as effective for action to-day if they had voluntarily
abandoned Warsaw last year. General Joffre's premature
battles on the frontier, before the arrival of Sir John French,
weakened his army for the Battle of the Marne. But policy
rarely permits a general to treat his frontier regions as the
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enemy will treat them, and one can imagine what a domestic
upheaval would have • followed the burning of towns
and' villages, the evacuation of the population, and the
destruction of railways and bridges, in Northern France
as a means of impeding the German advance. The result
of a tender policy in 1914. is that the enemy is in 1916 still
subsisting upon the inhabitants, who are held in bondage to
the conqueror. And, in speaking of what might have been,
we are brought to the third mode of strategic defence,
which may be illustrated from the recent situation in Serbia.
Marshal Putnik, with an Army at no time larger than the
Bulgarian Army, -could never hope to contend also with the
Austrians and Germans, and therefore he was bound to
retreat—but in what direction ? Many would say he should
have hastened south to unite with the Franco-British
expedition, but strategy prescribed a very different course.
What Marshal Putnik Might Have Done
By moving westwards into the hill country he could
have fought to advantage on a familiar terrain, if the enemy
pressed ; but if on the other hand the enemy declined to
follow him into the mountains, he could, as it were, lie in
wait until Marshal Mackensen proceeded southwards to
meet the Salonika expedition. Then would have come the
golden opportunity for Marshal Putnik to issue forth and
harass the enemy's convoys and their escorts coming
from the Danube.
In such circumstances General Sarrail could have acted
in a similar fashion against the Bulgarian Army moving
westwards. Both forces would have taken up, a flank
position " as it is called, than which few defensive
manoeuvres are more effective. Forty years ago Osman
Pasha brought the whole Russian Army to a standstill
for five months by thus emerging from Widin after the
invader had. crossed the Danube. Whether, in fact, the
Serbian commander conceived such a plan in October we
do not know ; but it is supposed that, before retiring to
his present position, he was tempted into fighting with
superior forces, though that could serve no useful purpose—
indeed, it may have rendered him unfit to operate with effect
when the Franco-British expedition moves forward. Strategy
is " a power that differs from the mere ability to fight."
In conclusion we must obserVe that, in the present war,
the principal campaigns have not been conducted with
the vigour which was looked for after the experiences of
the Austrians in 1866 and the French in '1870, to say
nothing of the campaign- in Manchuria and the Balkans
in the present century. A remarkable equalisation of
forces has coincided with a disinclination to run risks on
the part of the generals. Offensive strategy has been
yoked with defensive tactics, every gain of ground has
been consolidated by entrenchments 'of a semi-permanent
character, and the result is a deadlock that will last until
one side or the other realises that keeping millions of men
under arms, employed in self-preservation rather than the
defeat of the enemy, is a negation of the art of war.

parade uo to date. The strange appearance of 'the fighting Frenchman on emerging from the trenches for inspection.
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British Activities from the Equator to Capricorn
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German prisoners incarcerated in a South-West African camp,
drawing water from a well.

Repairing damage caused by an explosion on the
Uganda Railway, which is easily liable to isolated
attacks by hostile raiding parties.

How a shooting-party in a narrow-gauge line penetrated into enemy country from Omarieru. Inset : One of the heavy guns at Shark
island, which overlooks the erstwhile German town of Luderitzbucht, S.-W. Africa. The weapon was christened " Louis Botha." As an
indication of Britain's heavy responsibilities, these photographs embrace war areas stretching from the Equator to the Tropic of Capricorn .
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Montenegro's Despairing Fight or Freedom

• A fortified tree in the Balkans used as an observation post for directing the fire of
the Montenegrin gune.

Left ; General IVIartinovitch, who refused to surrender to Austria. Right : Meeting to consider the surrender of Scutari. General
Martinovitch, in the centre, discussing the peace terms with Essad Pasha (on the left) and Prince Danilo of Montenegro.
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King Nicholas Seeks Refuge in Friendly France

The arrival of King Nicholas of Montenegro at Lyons. Together with King Albert and King Peter, this venerable monarch goes into
friendly exile to await the moment of his country's liberation from Teuton tyranny.

' A Montenegrin soldier, who was one of the bodyguard of King Nicholas, arouses interest among the Frenchmen with whom he is
billeted. He is about to sample some of the soup for which our French friends are always famous.
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Two Teuton Efforts

A bridge on Serbian territory being demolished by a charge of dynamite. The centre of, the structure has been blown to smithereens,
and, in spite of the danger, two Austrian soldiers are placing a final charge to shatter the supports nearer the bank.

Another wonder of " Kultur." Moving a house bodily from place to place. German soldiers by means of levers and rollers are
pushing a portable " headquarters " to another part of the line.
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in Macedonia from Base to Advanced Line

British soldiers in the first-line positions of Macedonia. In
some cases Turkish trenches constructed during the Balkan
fighting of 1912-13 are found still serviceable.

Colossal Holt tractor engine with " caterpillar " wheels hauling a heavy British gun along the streets of Salonika. Inset " Nor iron
bars a cage." This is not a hapless prisoner, but a British sentry outside an enemy Consulate at Salonika keeping guard.
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Indo-British Heroes on the River Way to Bagdad

Pontoon bridge being constructed by Royal Engineers across the
River Tigris during the advance of General Aylmer's force to
the relief of Kut-el-Amara.

_
Gurkhas disembarking at Basra, whence they proceeded to reinforce General Aylmer's column, which has pushed Its way up
the Tigris to within a few miles of Kut. Right : Turkish prisoners exercising aboard a ship at Basra. —
..

British troops on a rough-and-ready river boat proceeding up the Tigris to Kut-el-Amara, where General Townshend's gallant
Indo-British force has been besieged by the Turks.
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A Brush with Arab Smugglers in the Persian Gulf

British naval men boarding an Arab dhow in order to search for contraband.
Rifles were discovered under a mock cargo of wood.

A half-built dhow that was destroyed " by order of the British Navy,"
because it was found that the owners were gun-runners.

The smuggler's punishmbnt. A captured Arab dhow on fire
and sinking after a British warship had confiscated its contraband
rifles. Inset : Hauling out the booty from the hold of an Arab
gun-runner. The bundles of rifles were being hoisted from the

captured dhow to the deck of a British warship. For many years
the British Navy has been endeavouring to stop the illegal traffic
in rifles in the Persian Gulf. It is said that the tribesmen will
give its weight in silver for a good rifle,
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Humanity and Heroism of British Submarine Sailors in the North Sea and Baltic

British submarine sailors gallantly rescuing Germans from a watery grave. One of
the rescued men is standing on the submarine holding on to a rope for safety.

Two members of the submarine crew saving theli e of a German sailor, who was on board an enemy
war vessel sunk son where in the North Sea.

With Commander Max Horton in 'the Baltic. The submarine returns to harbour
after two days' vigil among'ice-flois and German mines.

submarine
Commander Horton (in centre) on
with Lieut. Essen, of the Russian Navy (right).

Perilous going. How a British submarine cuts
through the Baltic ice-field5.

Another German at the moment of being assisted on board. Standing on the deck
is a second rescued Hun divesting himself of his wet jerkin.

The fantastic appearanpe of a submarine entering a Baltic port after sinking a
German destroyer. The whole craft is heavily coated with ice.
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ne Sailors in the North Sea and Baltic

a German sailor, who was on board an enemy
in the North Sea.

erilous going. Haw a British submarine cuts
through the Baltic ice-field*.

Another German at the moment of being assisted on board. Standing on the deck
is a second rescued Hun divesting himself of his wet jerkin.

The fantastic appearance of a submarine entering a Baltic port after sinking a
German destroyer. The whole craft is heavily coated with ice.
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The Cult of the Naval
Base
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N, M.P.
HERE is probably no more remarkable illustration of pedantic and
armchair strategy than what I am
accustomed to call the cult of the base.
It has attained an almost unassailable
position, for it is to be found among the
many errors about sea-power made by
Napoleon, and there is scarcely a single
historian who has not proclaimed himself
one of its adherents. Small wonder then
that one country should be sent into
transports of joy and others into corresponding depths of depression because,
with the fall of Mount Lovtchen the complete possession of the great harbour
formed by the Gulf of Cattaro is assured
to Austria for the time being. Completely landlocked, and extending for
sixteen miles, it would afford an anchorage
for a very large fleet. But there lies the
rub. It is not Cattaro which makes the
fleet omnipotent, but the omnipotent
fleet which gives value to Cattaro.
Where are the British bases now ?
They are at Alexandria, Salonika, Lemnos,
and a number of places which we have
added to our regular British dockyards
at Malta and Gibraltar. These additional
bases are all created in war to suit our
sea-power, and none would be of any
value but for the possession of that seapoWer. So we see that when Lecky, in
his " History of England," wrote that
" the English, by the Peace of Utrecht,
returned' Gibraltar, Port Mahon, and
Minorca, which gave them command of
the Mediterranean," his premise was
false, however mistaken may have been
the policy of surrender. Gibraltar, Port
Mahon, and Minorca had been the gift
of sea-power, which gave us the command
of the Mediterranean, and therefore the
poskssion of islands like Minorca. We
might even have won the War of American
Independence had we not been hypnotised
by the effort to retain the base of Gibraltar.
Mistaken Policy
When nations are hypnotised by this
cult they plunge into excesses like our
attempts to create great arsenals at
Alderney and Wei-Hai-Wei. The
Americans, with the narrow outlook of
the heavily-prepared base which, like a

T

great fortress, is seldom what is wanted,
failed for a long time in the Spanish war
to learn from Vernon's expedition utilising
Guantanamo in 1741. Then they seized
the place as a base, and all their difficulties resolved themselves, for it was
only fifty miles from Santiago. In the
French war, during our supremacy in the
Mediterranean, we relied entirely on
undefended bases, generally open roadsteads, just as the French in the 1870-71
war coaled outside the three-mile limit
of the British island of Heligoland.
The cult of the base is possibly one
of the most persistent of all in the history
of strategy.
Alexander the Great spoke of Cyprus as
" the key to Egypt " ; and Ptolemy,
looking from Egypt, thought the island
the key to Phoenicia.- Alexander gave
it as his opinion that the command
of the Mediterranean Sea went with the
island of Cyprus. Alexander the Great,
or his historian, should obviously have
said that the island of Cyprus went with
the command of the Mediterranean.
Napoleon Misled
When Napoleon lost Egypt, in 18or, he
said ; " I am losing Egypt, and I am
losing the Empire of the East." When
he sold the Mississippi basin, two years
later, to the United States, he said : " I
am now parting with the future empire of
mankind ; he who holds the valley of

the Mississippi will ultimately rule the
world." The physical possession of Egypt
and the Mississippi could fulfil neither
purpose except through the upbuilding
of a navy to win the command of the
sea. These ideas, however, had always
persisted with Napoleon. Thus he wrote to
the " Directory "; By seizing and holding
Egypt I retain and command the destinies
of the civilised world."
Later on sea-power turned his forces
out of Egypt. With Napoleon the
dominant object was to convince the men
of his time, and according to where he
wanted to dominate so the importance
of that quarter became magnified. So
also he declared " Constantinople is the
Empire of the world." In the similar
spirit the naval historian, Mahan, encouraged his countrymen by declaring
that Cuba was " the key of the West
Indies and the Gulf of Mexico." We
have had many lesser imitators since then,
and when Libau was captured last May
Prince Henry of Prussia described it as the
key of the Baltic. There has been no
evidence whatever of this being the case.
Broadly speaking, the only value of the
possession of a base to an inferior maritime
Power is that its fortifications deny its
use to the stronger Power. If the stronger
Power has alternative bases, as in the
Adriatic, the latter advantage vanishes ;
and if the weaker has alternative bases
one more only multiplies its obligations.
The fortified, bases also protect the
weaker fleet from the attack of the
stronger, which is the justification put
forward by Lord Palmerston for his
policy of fortifying our dockyards. The
fallacy lay in assigning the role of the
weaker' fleet to Great Britain.
Heligoland Not Vital
As to Heligoland, situated within
about forty to fifty miles from the great
German ports, and two hundred -and
sixty miles from our coast, there was no
real alternative base, and it was an act of
supreme folly for our Ministers to give it
up in opposition to naval opinion. But
even here events have shown that while
its uses would have been very great, this
unique base was not vital to our sea-power,

Commander Max Horton,s submarine cutting a way through the frozen Baltic. Inset A recent favourite portrait of this
submarine officer, taken in Russia since the outbreak of the war.
ap.
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War-time Manual Work for British Womanhood

Among the numerous new activities which have become open for women workers
since the war, probably the most astonishing are the trades of chimney-sweeping
and coal-heaving, which now have their feminine followers.

Girl blacksmiths engaged to make horseshoes. Right : The Royal Red Cross, the decoration recently instituted by the King to be awarded to nurses for special services.

Headquarters of the Voluntary Aid Detachment at Cairo. Some of the nurses are bargaining with native silk merchants. Right :
Novel school of cookery. Women building a " trench oven " in order to learn how to cook in the open, in preparation for Red Cross
tAzesnle ,s.+
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Incessant Artillery Fire o'er Peak and Precipice

Italian cannon elevated, on a rampart emplacement, against hostile aircraft.
The second photograph on this page shows an Italian infantryman in ambush.

A missfire. Huge Austrian shell which fell into an Italian Alpine position
and failed to explode.

Striking impression of a battery of heavYi!!k9 mm. Italian guns in action, the third of which has just fired. All these weapons,
it will be noted;'haiie been fitted- with the'leq.aterpillar " wheels to facilitate transport over the rough mountainous country of
the Austro-Italian war area.
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Canadian Cavalry Training on Their Superb Steeds

Canadian cavalry training for the "real thing " somewhere in the Old Country. It is to be hoped, when the
next advance comes, that the cavalry will get its chance.

Two strikin9 views of the men and their surefooted mounts coming
down a grassy slope. Some of the Canadian riders may well boast
of beina as expert at horsemanship as their Cossack allies,
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GRIM WORK ON A MOONLIT BATTLEFIELD : BRITISH SOLDIERS SEARCHING
FALLEN GERMANS.—After an attack on one of our trenches on sections of the British front
where the tension is not too severe, and the nature of the country and general understanding
between our men and the enemy permit, it is usual for us to send out parties after an action to
bring in the wounded and to search the dead in order to identify them. Without discrimination between friend and foe, the work is done systematically and thoroughly. Each fallen

German is searched, the officer in charge of the party making a careful inventory of everything,
in an endeavour to find the name and regiment of the soldier. Describing this work, one of
the men engaged on it writes : " The enemy attempted an unconvincing attack during the
night, but was easily repulsed. One or two of them succeeded in reaching our trenches. The
sketch I send (from which this drawing was completed) Shows their bodies being searched for
papers and identification discs."
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ove in t e West
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE

VERY sign at the moment of writing this article
indicates that we are on the eve of tremendous
events. The Germans in the west, following their
usual plan, are evidently about to attempt to anticipate
an expected attack by themselves attacking. The German
General Staff always strictly follows the oldand wise rule—
to strike first, to strike on an unexpected point, and to
strike hard. In the spring of 1915, vv-hen the Allies were
apparently preparing a great move farther south, they
struck with poison gas immediately north of Ypres, nearly
succeeding in breaking through our lines and incidentally
smashing the allied spring plan of campaign. We may
confidently anticipate a similar attempt now.

E

Splendour of the Prize

by certain notorious faults—faults which I do not propose
to indicate here more closely. But if these faults have been
noted and observed by us, we may be quite certain that
they have been equally noted and observed by German
experts. The probability is that they have by now been
largely removed. We know that great improvements
have been made in the aircraft themselves, in Zeppelins,
and more pardcularly aeroplanes. The big new guns will
be mainly used against allied positions and towns hitherto
out of the range of fire.
Odds Against the Huns
Of course, we are not sitting down and allowing these
preparations to go on without counter preparations on our
side. If Germany has surprises, so have we; surprises that
will probably be found even more formidable than those of
our enemy. On the western front we have the advantage
to-day in numbers. While Sir Douglas Haig's qualities
as Commander-in-Chief have yet to be put to the test,
everything that has happened since his appointment gives
us cause for encouragement that he is the right man in the
right place. The changes that have taken place along our
western command during the past few weeks have been,
unless the accounts which reach me are altogether wrong,
wholly of a beneficial kind.
Above all, we have the advantage in the spirit of our
men. The Germans in the west are growing war weary.
The Saxons, the most humane, chivalrous, and fair fighting
of our enemies, have suffered tremendously., The Prussians
are slowly realising that they can only hope to be victors
over a world in ruins and that they have little prospect of
being even that. I am not one of those who sneer at the
German soldier. I .know too much of him. My bitter
resentment of some of his acts cannot blind me to his
fighting ability. To deny qualities of high courage and
splendid discipline to the German forces that have time after
time advanced against us would be mere foolishness. But
all these qualities, splendid as they are, cannot conceal the
war weariness of part at least of the German Army.

The comparatively dry weather in January has been
favourable for the movement of troops. The trenches are
far less muddy than they were in December, and men are
in good form. Weather conditions may, of course, change,
and heavy rains in February may turn Flanders again into
a quagmire and make advance impossible for either side.
But the indications are that the Germans will attempt
their blow immediately weather conditions permit, possibly
even before this article is published.
Where will they strike ?
There are many signs that they have not yet abandoned
hope of capturinr, Paris, or -of reaching such positions as
will enable thembto shell Paris again with their new great
guns. From our point of view such an attempt seems
absolutely hopeless. Any advance, say between the
Somme and the Oise, must be almost incredibly costly,
and would have very slight prospects of success. But
the German commanders realise that an army which does
nothing is by that very fact a defeated.. army..: Their
theories, their, practice, and their temper inc W& them for a
vigorous offensive. The prize in view is a splendid one,
for the capture of Paris would be worth almost any
price.
Such a movement will be preceded by feints and by
sustained aircraft attacks, including Zeppelin raids.
Even an advance towards Paris may be merely a gigantic
The United Spirit of Victory
diversion to conceal some still more formidable move in
another quarter. The Germans are almost forced to attempt
Contrast this with the Spirit and temper of our own
to accomplish something that will compel an early peace. men. The one note of the British . Army on the western
Their people are feeling heavy the burden of war. Their front to-day is optimism. Officers and men alike are not
exchequer is in a very bad way. The elder men in some merely confident, but are assured that victory is almost in
of their regiments want to get home.
their grasp. They believe in themselves, they believe in
their weapons, and they believe in their leaders. They
Germany's Internal Unrest
cannot understand the doubts and questionings that someWe must not attribute too much importance to this. times come to men at home. If the spirit of the British
There is a great gulf between grumbhm, and discontent soldiers is one of the greatest confidence and assurance of
and mutiny, as there is a great gulf between
shortage of victory-, the spirit of our French allies is equally formidable.
b
supplies and surrender. LetGermany gain striking victories They take a more grim view of the immediate surroundings
and her internal unrest will vanish. But let her armies be than we do. They have reason. Some of the richest parts
held up during the months ahead or, worse still, defeated, of their country remain in the hands of the enemy. Every
and her internal situation will give her statesmen more and French city Inown to me is a city of mourning—mourning
more reason for uneasiness. For Germany an attack on for the, many dead. The iron has entered the soul of
our lines might well be not a desperate gambler's throw, France._ Outrage, brutality, oppression have shown her
but a carefully calculated and deliberate development of that the German Empire of to-day inherits the worst
attributes of the German hosts that flung themselves upon
policy.
France in 587o. There is only one determination in France
What will be her new weapons ?
In 1914 Germany launched her first great advance with to-day—to fight to the end. There is only, one dominating
the aid of two great weapons, monster howitzers which idea—to drive Germany out of French soil and to wrest
wiped out the fortified positions of the enemy, and an from her hands the weapons that have made her a world
abundant use of automobiles which gave armies a flexibility danger. Every Frenchman knows that for his people
never before attained. In 1915 Germany launched her this is a matter of life or death. There has been nothing
attack by the use of asphyxiating gases. What new more splendid in history than the tale of how France,
weapons will she employ in 1916 ? The indications' are ill-prepared at the beginning, reorganised her national
that the new weapons' will be two—the employment of forces and united her manhood and womanhood for the
gigantic guns of a size and a range far beyond the German common purpose of war.
monsters of 1914 and Zeppelins and aeroplanes of much
We are fortunate to-day in the men of our own race who
improved type and in greatly increased numbers. Everyone are fighting in France for us ; we are equally fortunate
who investigated the German aerial attacks of 1915 is in the men of France standing by our side fighting
aware that they lost three-fourths of their effectiveness with us.
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Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Capt. J. B. ATKINSON,
5th Royal Dish Furthers.

Capt. G. J. SCOTT,Eth Yorkshire Regt.(T.F.).

Lieut. F. J. CHRISTISON,
10th Argyll & Sutherland H.

Sec.-Lt. E. St. L. BONVALOT
2nd Coldstream Guards.

Brig.-Gen. H. G. FITTON,
C.B., D.S.O., A.D.C.

Major H. A. CARTER, V.C.,
101st Grenadiers, Indian Army.

Maj. H. J. U. WILKINS,
1st S. Lancashire Regt.

Capt. S. R. JACKSON, 13th
London (T.F., St. Pancras).

Capt. C. S. BLAKE,
10th S. Lanes Regt.

Capt. C. F. DROUGHT,
7th Lincolnshire Regt.

Rrig.-Gen. H. G. Fitton, C.B., D.S.O., A.D.C. to the King, was gazetted lieutenant in the
" Royal Berkshire Regiment in 1884: he was appointed Lieut.-Col. to the Royal West
Kents in 1905. Gen. Fitton had occupied- many important Staff positions, and seen much
active service in the Sudan Expedition from Suaidm (1885) ; at Giniss and elsewhere in
the Sudan in 1885-86 ; in the Dongola Expedition (1896). when he was wounded and
won his D.S.O.: in both Nile Expeditions ; he fought at Atbara and at Khartoum, and
was on the Staff throughout the South African War. Gen. Fitton held many decorations.
Major H. A. Carter. v.c., 101st Grenadiers, Indian Army, obtained his commission
in 1897. He served through the Tirah Campaign in 1897-98 (medal and two clasps), in
Somaliland (medal and three clasps). During this campaign•Uaipr Carter was mentioned
in despatches, and in April, 1904, he won the Victoria Cross follWving the life of one of his
men.
Major H. J. J. L. Monteith, let Lanarkshire Yeomanry, served in Etta South African War,
receiving the .Queen's Medal with two clasps.
Capt. C.. F. Drought, 7th LincolnshireRegiment. was the eldest son of Canon and Mrs. Drought, of St. John's, Toorak, Melbourne.
Capt. R. B. Burgess, Royal Engineers. was well known as. an Irish Rugby International.
Lieut. F. J. Christison, 10th Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, was the younger son of
Sir'Alexander and Lady ChrIstison. •
•
Lieut. Innes 0. Hutchison. 2nd Black Watch, was a London journalist, and a member
of the editorial staff of the " Evening News." He joined the Artists_ Rifles at the out'
break of war.

Lieut. C. S. WARD,
10th R. Warwick Regt.

Lieut. I. 0. HUTCHISON,
2nd Black Watch.

Lieut. S. L. PONSONBY,
12th Middlesex Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. W. L. G. MORSec.-Lieut. S. R. T. A. M.
Sec.-Lieut. A. W. KNIGHT,
TIMER, 6th R. Dublin Fus.
WILLIAMS, R. E. Kent Yeo.
9th R. Warwick Regt.
(Portraits by Elliott of,. Fry, Laftoyette, Watson, Bassoon°, _Russell. Swaim.)

Mai. H. J. J. L. MONTEITH
1st Lanarkshire Yeomanry.

Capt. R. B. BURGESS,
Royal Engineers.

Capt. H. WRIGHT,
6th Loyal N. Lanes Regt.

Lt. G. T. LANGMUIR, 15th
Inf. (4Sth Highrs., Toronto).

Sec.-Lieut. E. F. GILLETT,
Royal Field Artillery.
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The Work of One Shot: A Lesson in Shell-Power

The destructive power of a modern shell may well be understood roof of the cellar. In spite of the fact that this beautiful French
from this illustration, showing the interior of an office at Rheims. cathedral city is still liable to enemy bombardment, quite a numA heavy German projectile, falling almost perpendicularly through ber of the inhabitants have elected to remain, confident that Pere
the roof, tore huge holes in each floor. finally shattering the massive Joffre will deliver them from their peril in the next great advance.
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A Plea for the Policy of " Lights Up

91

By C. G. Grey, Editor of "The Aeroplane"
OME little time ago—in the autumn,
to be precise=a friend of mine
was testing an aeroplane late in
the evening near one of our big ports.
The city belonging to the port is subjected to lighting orders as severe as those
inflicted upon London, but the docks,
being employed on Government work,
had to work all night, and, enemy airships
or no enemy airships, they had to keep
flare-lamps and electric arc-lamps fully
ablaze all the night. My friend had gone
rather further afield than he intended, and
when he returned all lights were on. He
told me afterwards that over the city
itself one could see everything quite
clearly. The houses and squares showed
up distinctly in the light from the stars.

S

The Lure of the Gloom
Little illuminated circles cast on
the ground by the shaded street lamps
indicated neatly the precise course of each
street which was not obvious by the light
from the sky. When, however, he got
over towards the docks it was quite anothr r
matter. There was no doubt about the
general whereabouts of the docks, but it
was impossible to tell when one got there
what was what and which was which.
The whole place was a blaze of light,
so dazzling that one could not see ships,
water, quays, store-sheds, or anything.
Anyone wanting to drop bombs would
simply have had to drop them haphazard
into the light, it would have been impossible to have picked out any one
object ; whereas over the city itself
anyone with a good map could have
picked out any desired building with case.
This shows the utter futility of darkening London as it is darkened. It is quite
impossible to hide London as a whole,
unless the authorities are clever enough
to hide the river and all the railways as

well. On any clear night the whole
course from the coast to London is as
easily read as a book. And the darker
London is, the _easier it is to see details
of its topography when over it. It would
be far more sensible to turn all street
lights full on than to shield them as they
are shielded now.
Has anyone considered, moreover,
what this decreased lighting all over the
country is costing us ? The saving on
the lamps is small, for even the street
lamps are blazing away at full power
inside their shields.
b
The real test is in
the dislocation of traffic. Prices of food
and manufactured goods have gone up
owing to scarcity caused by lack of transport. The railways are overloaded as it
is, but motor-waggons could carry all the
extra stuff if they could travel.
Owing to restrictions on motor lamps in
the country and on street lighting in
towns, tens of thousands of motor-waggons
—naval and military as well as civilian
waggons carry Navy and Army stores—
and goods for civilian consumption are
hung up useless from the fall of dark till
daylight. And all because we are afraid
of a few Zeppelins, and have not had anything we could put in the air to meet them,
Merits and Demerits of the Fokker
The Fokker monoplane, of winch we
have heard so much lately, is by no
means a new production on the part
of the Germans. Fokker monoplanes
have been flown in Germany for the last
four years at least, the designer, a young
Dutchman, having built his first machine
somewhere about 1911.
They are of two types—each copied
more or less from the French Morane
monoplane, familiar to all who have seen
the late Gustav Hamel and other pilots
fly at Hendon and elsewhere. .One type

has a big rotary engine just like the
French Gnome used in the Morane. In
these a passenger is generally carried to
operate the '
fWachine-gun, The ether
type has a huge fixed engine, like a motorcar engine, and is some twenty miles an
hour faster than the other type.
It is only flown by a few picked pilots,
who fly alone, with a machine-gun fixed
on top of the engine and firing straight
through the propeller, the gun being
aimed by steering the machine to suit.
The method of attack is to climb up
high and then to dive on top of any
enemy aeroplane which comes along,
firing at it during the descent and creating
a cone of fire from which the lower
machine can scarcely escape.
No Good as Ilaiders
If this fails, the Fokker endeavours,
with its superior speed, to manoeuvre so
as to get right under the tail of the enemy
machine in order to " rake " it from end
to end, getting the pilot, passenger,
petrol tanks, and engine all in line, so
that if a bullet misses one it stands a
good chance of hitting the next.
The Fokker is roughly but strongly
built, so that it can be made quickly in
huge quantities. Thera is little or no
chance of Fokkers being used to raid
England, as much of their success is due to
only carrying enough fuel for an hour or
two in the air. Thus they are lightly
loaded, which accounts for their climbing
so quickly and manoeuvring so handily.
Therefore they could not carry enough
petrol to reach this country and get back
home again if compelled to carry also
enough bombs to make the trip worth while.
Nevertheless, for their own purpose, as
" barrier" aeroplanes to prevent the Allies'
machines from passing over the German
lines, they are a very distinct success.

Heady to be ell after enemy aircraft somewhere over the All es' positions in the Levant. How a British aeroplane is held in position
until engine speed is up and the pilot gives the signal to " let go."
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Inventor and Pilots of the Fokker Monoplane

Mijnheer Fokker, the Dutch inventor of the monoplane that bears his name, with Lieut. Immelmann (centre) and Lieut. Boelke (on
the right), two of the most skilful pilots of this machine. Their " bag " for one month was sixteen British aeroplanes.

One of the new Rumpler-Marine aeroplanes, perhaps the one that recently attacked the coast of Kent. On the right : The German
seaplane which was stranded on Fano, a Danish island in the North Sea. Its crew was interned.

"Wing feathers" for keepsakes. A British Red Cross nurso collecting souvenirs from a German aeroplane brought down in
Franco. On the right : One of the pleasing little bombs which the Germans are cheerfully anticipating dropping upon some of us.
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DIARY OF THE
Chronology of Events, January 1st to 31st, 1916
JAN. r.—Russian successes on the front of the
River Strvpa and in the sector between
the Kovel-Sarny railway and the village
of Chartoryisk.
British Force occupies Yaunde, in
•
German Cameroon.
JAN 2.—Slight French retirement in the
Vosges. Three mines exploded by
British near La Boisselle.
JAN. 3.—Russian Thrust at Czernowitz.—
Our ally occupies several heights near
this town, capturing 15 officers, 855 men.
JAN. 4.—Lord Derby's Report Issued.—It
shows that there are 651,16o unstarred
single men who have not offered themselves for service.
Government issue Germany's memorandum on the Baralong incident and Sir
Edward Grey's crushing reply.
Resignation of Sir John Simon.
JAN. 5.—Military Service Bill introduced in
House of Commons.
Capture of German armed steamer on
Lake Tanganyika by a British force
announced.
JAN. 6.—Conference of Labour representatives
in London carry by large majority a
motion opposing the Government's
Compulsion Bill. Latter passes first
reading by majority of 298.
Further Russian progress on the Strypa.
In Champagne,during intense bombardment by French artillery against enemy's
trenches north of Navarin Farm, an
entire installation for delivering gas
attacks destroyed.
JAN. 7.—Russian success south of Pinsk.
British submarine sinks off coast of
Holland. Her crew of 33 taken into
the Helder and interned.
Mount Lovtchen heavily attacked by
an Austrian squadron.
Count Bernstorff presents statement to
United States re Gerinan submarine
policy ; reparation offered for " damages
caused by death or injuries to American
citizens."
JAN. 8.—South of the Pripet the German force
makes a fresh attempt to gain possession
of Chartoryisk, but twice repulsed.
Continued fighting for the Hartmannsweilerkopf. Germans gain a footing in a
portion of a trench between the Rehfelsen
and Hirzstein, but are dislodged.
JAN. 9.—H.M.S. King Edward strikes a
mine and sinks. Ship's company taken
off without loss of life.
JAN. to.—Announced that Gallipoli completely evacuated, without any casualties.
Announced that on January 7.the relief
expedition for Kut-el-Amara defeated
the Turks on both banks of the Tigris,
capturing two guns and 700 prisoners. Austrians pressing their offensive in
Montenegro up the valleys of the Tara
and Lim in the north and against Mount
Lovtchen, overlooking Caftan):
Herbert Samuel. appointed
Jay.
Home Secretary in place of Sir John
Simon, resigned'
Sir John Nixon relinquishes command
of the Mesopotamian forces owing to
ill-health, and Lieutenant-General Sir
Percy Lake succeeds him.
Fall of Loviehen.
German Defeat in Champagne.—Enemy
launches strong attack on French positions with three divisions. All its results
nullified by French counter-attacks.
Report from Sir Charles Ifonro describes
the final evacuation of Gallipoli.
Siege of Kut.—Further news to hand
of General Aylmer's relief force. After
battle on 7th near Sheikh Saad, Turks
retreated pursued by British. Owing to
weather conditions and necessity of removing our wounded by river, our force
was still halting on the loth.

JAN. 12.—French land at Corfu, and prepare
island for the Serbian Army.
Mtinition magaiine at Lille explodes,
7o inhabitants killed, 4o wounded.
JAN.r3.—Announced that Allies have cut
Greco-Bulgarian railway line, and railway
bridge at Demir-Hissar, about 45 miles
north-east of Salonika, blown up.
Fall of Cetinje.
r4..-British artillery heavily. bombards
enemy's trenches about Givenchy.
Austrian cruiser sunk by French Stabmarine off Cattaro.
- British force under General Aylmer
advancing to relief of Kan-el-Amara
attack and repulse Turks on north bank
of the Tigris at and about Wadi.
JAN. r5.—Reciprocal - bombardments about
Maricourt, Givenchy, Hill 63, and. Hobebeke.
JAN. r6,—Lille shelled by British.
Announced that in Persia there has
been conflict between Russian and
Turkish troops at . Kangavar. Latter
occupied by Russians and prisoners taken.
JAN. - i7.—Unconditional' surrender of - Montenegro announced by Count Tisza, the
Hungarian Premier.
Announced that south of Pinsk the
Russians have made considerable inroads
on the enemy's lines. Kukhotska Volta
has been cleared of his troops. In several
sectors of the front in this region the
Ailistro-German front has been pierced.
. O.—French batteries Wreck German
trenches in the region of Moulin-SansTouyent, between Oise and Aisne.
JAN. 19.—Turkish Rout in Armenia.—Russians
report a considerable success by theize,t,
troops in the Caucasus. The Turkish line .
has been broken over a front of about
70 miles and enemy is in full retreat.
JAN. am—Announced that the first South
African Infantry Brigade has arrived in
Egypt.
Big Battle in the Bukovina.—Northeast of Czemowitz, in the region of
Rarancze, Russians capture sector of
enemy's position.
Five desperate
counter-attacks by Austrians repulsed
with enormous loss. Admiralty announce that British
submarine grounded off the Dutch coast.
Part of her officers and crew taken off
by British. destroyer, and remainder
rescued - by Dutch. warship.
Allied warships- bombard Dedeagatch,
destroying a train and several buildings,
A 'Montenegrin official statement says
that that country has refused, the onerous
Austrian terms.
JAN. 21.—British submarine operating in the
Adriatic torpedoes and sinks Austrian
torpedo-boat destroyer, after capturing
two of the 'enemy's aviators from a
derelict aeroplane.
In Mesopotamia General Aylmer
attacks the enemy opposing his march to
relieve Kut-el7Amara at Essin. Fierce
fighting continues during the day with
varying success. Casualties on both sides
very heavy.
JAN. 22.—Russian Army in Caucasus pursues
defeated Turks to gates of Erzerurn and
shells the forts.
JAN. 23.—Air Raids in Kent.—At one O'CIOCk
in bright moonlight a hostile aeroplane
visits tile east coast of Kent, dropping
nine bombs. One man killed ; two men,
one woman, and three children slightly
injured. At noon two hostile seaplanes
make a second attack in the same locality,
but are chased away by our naval and
military machines ; no damage and no
casualties reported.
Twenty-four French aeroplanes bblub
the railway station and barracks at
Metz.

[En& off 1Phirci

Near Neuville the Germans gain about
270 yards of French advanced trench,
but this almost wholly regained.
General Wallace's column operating in Western Egypt attacks the camp of the
Senussi, burning it and dispersing the
enemy's forces. Our losses 28 killed,
274 wounded.
Thirty-two French aeroplanes raid
Monastir.
JAN. 24-.—German seaplane passes over Dover.
It is engaged by anti-aircraft guns, and
pursued by two British machines.
German attempt to break_ through to
Calais on the Yser front fails.
Success in East Africa.—Our troops
advancing from Mbuyuni occupy enemy's
camp at Serengeti.
Russians again shell the forts of
Erzerum.
JAN. 25.—After a fresh series of mine explosions, accompanied by a violent bombardment, the Germans attack on a
front of over 1,6o-o.. yards in-the angle
formed by the Arras-Lens road and the
Neuville St. Vaast-Thelus road. At two
points the enemy occupies the craters
caused by his explosions, the greater part
of which are taken from him.
Two German aeroplanes drop 15 bombs
on Dui. ,nk ; 5 persons' killed, 3 wounded.
German seaplane forced to the water
by a British machine north-east of
Ateuport.
Austrians occupy San Giovanni di
ildedua.
26.—Announced that recent fighting on
Tigris took place 23 miles below Rut-elAmara, and not, as previously stated,
7 miles from Hut. Announced that Austrians pursuing- a plan of absorbing Albania have captured
Scutari.
JAN. 27.Report from General Townshend
states that enemy have evacuated their
trenches op the land side of Rut defences,
and retired to about a mile from our
entrenchments.
Military Service Bill receives the Royal
assent.
JAN. 28.---British beat back :infantry attack
near LQ05. :Further fighting on the French
front at Neuville St. Vaast.
Total British Casualties.—These are
549,467 up to January 9, and include all
fields of operations.
Big German Blow in the West.—To the
south of the Somme, after a violent
bombardment, the Germans attack
trenched positions, capturing the village
of prise. The first counter-attack,
enable tile French to reoccupy some of
the trenches taken by the Germans,
Allied Force occupies Kara Burun,
_ commanding, Gulf of Salonika.
29.—French continue to reoccupy, the
portions of trenches captured by enemy
in Artois, west of Hill a4o.
Press Bureau announces Sir Percy
Lake has joined General Aylmer's
force at Wadi.
Zeppelin raid on Paris : over 53 killed
and injured.
JAN. 3o.—A second Zeppelin raid on Paris.
- No casualties reported.
British trench raid. A party of troops
enter German trenches about the Hemsuet Wytschaete Road. About 40
casualties inflicted en the enemy; three
prisoners brought back.
JAN. 31—Great Zeppelin Raid on England.
Six or seven hostile airships raid the
Eastern and North-Eastern and Midland
Co un ties.
Russians signal a violent German.
artillery . fire west of Dvinsk, and - a
recrudescence of activity in the Rigia
region.

A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air. Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

BIG-GAME HUNTING WITH THE BAYONET.—A corre- emerges from the jungle intent upon its prey. To fire at the brute
spondent in East Africa relates how, in this remote area of conflict,
would bring down on the outpost a German patrol in superior
the chance of outposts being attacked by lions is very considerable.
force, and the only way of combating it is with the bayonet. Those
In the vicinity of blockhouses, situated miles from the base, a who have had experience of big-game hunting know what courage
few intrepid Britons keep vigil, and frequently a four-footed foe
and strength are required to face a lion with such a weapon.
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THE WA AND OUR NATIONAL LIFE
There is an old Latin motto which says that it is lawful to learn
from the enemy, and there is no reason whatever why Britons
should not still learn something from the Germans, even though
we rightly feel a terrible enmity towlirds a nation which has of
set purpose inflicted such tortures on the innocent as they have
done in Belgium and Serbia.
As regards war all are agreed that the Germans showed far more
foresight and preparedness than we did, but we may turn the tables
upon them, and look well ahead with regard to peace. Peace
will not come yet awhile, but it will come one day, and it will find
us in a new world, living under strange condition& Unless we
are prepared for it we shall be dazed. We shall be like a man who
goes suddenly out of the darkness into a brightly-lighted room.

What sort of a world will it be ? How will the war have affected
it ? We will not prophesy, but it is quite safe to say that it will be
a changed one. We shall be travelling in an unknown country,
and even now had better begin to get our charts ready.
In order to help public opinion in this matter the Editor of The
War Illustrated " has secured various opinions from those best
eualined, to speak on the effect of the Great War on the various
phases of our national life. These are our charts, and if we study
them we shall be the better able to make our way through the
strange new world of peace. The nation's future will depend
upon the way we set to work.
Instalments of this symposium will be given in our pages for
several issues. The first selections appear below.

BONDS OF IMPERIAL UNITY, by Sidney J. Low, M.A.
Mr. Sidney J. Low, who here hives
his opinion on the effect of the war on
Imperial relations, has made himself the
foremost authority on this most important
subject. After an Oxford education, he
became a journalist and for nine years _
he was editor of the " St. James's Gazette."
Ile then joined the staff of the " Stpulard,"
on behalf of which he visited India and other
parts of the Empire. He is- now lecturer
on Imperial and Colonial History at King's
College, London, and . has written quite a
among them " The
number of
Governance Of t*lf3ritisli Empire," which
only appeared iii 1914.
will be the effect of the war
WHAT
on the relations of Great Britain
y,-ith her Oversea States and Dependencies?
It is a large question, and one that it is
impossible to answer in a few words.
Briefly, I shOuld summarise it as follows :
In the first place, the war has solidified
and coMpacted the sentiment of Imperial
unity. That all our Dominions and
Dependencies would be eager for our
success against foreign attaek, and that
they, would make some effort to assist in
repelling it, was well understood by those
who were better acquainted with our
psychology than German statesmen and
rofeSSOrs ; bit hardly anybody could
aVe expected the amazing Imperial rally
which has been the outstanding feature of
the war so far, as the British Empire is
concerned: We haVe learnt that Enipire
patriotism is no less a reality than the
sentiment by _which every subject of the
King is attached to_ his own State or
province. - Anstralians, Canadians, and
South Africa4 have: taken upon :them: selVek- burden as great as the:peoples of
the ,Illnite4ISIn'gdom, and have fought
for the Emp#6" with equal zeal and even
More energy
.
S6C-ondly, the war has shown that a
similar sentiment animates those whom
we are - accustomed to regard as the
stibiecti races: _ The resoense of India,
Egypt; the -- Sudan, and the Crown
Colonies and Protectorates is, in its Way,
-'s reniarkable as that of the -Dominions.
There was more ground for the Teutonic
belief that Indians and Africans would
feel little interest in a quarrel which might
be supposed" only to affect their \Olio
rulers ; i t as it is seen that; whatever
--fecal and transient discontents may he
Manifested froth time to time, our subject
races are fully conscious of the general
justice and. poliey of the British rule.
They are not only content, but passion-

ately anxious, to retain their association
with the British Empire ; and so, from
great Indian ruling princes- to South Sea
Island chiefs, their spokesmen and representatives have been eager to enlist them
for our defence. It Would be easy to
multiply examples of this spirit. It is
enough to say here that it has convinced
the world as well as ourselves that if we
rule four hundred millions of Asiatic and
African - peoples, we may in the largest
sense say that we rule them by their own
consent and in their own interests.
Thirdly, the war has taught us, or it
ought to teach us; that thiS striking
manifestation of unity in sentiment must
be follotved by a further constructive
unity of the administrative and political
kind. It will be difficult—and, I think,
impossible—after the war to allow the
Imperiali,Constitution to remain in its
present chaotic condition. The King's
subjects—in the self-governing Dominions,
at any rate—will no longer be content

with an indefinite liability which does not
carry with it a corresponding responsibility. They will fight in our wars ; but
they will require that the policy by which
our wars are determined and conducted
shall not be framed exclusively by, a
committee of party politicians responsible
only to the electorate of the United
Kingdom. Out of the war there must
grow an Imperial Executive which shall .
have the supreme, direction of foreign
policy and defence; and, in all probability,
of other matters,- such as Imperial trade,
taxation, transport, and communications.
That Imperial Executive must be made
responsible to some great council or
parliament, or legislature representing all
portions of the Empire. The question of
Imperial federation, which by common
consent has been allowed to lie dormant
for the past thirty years, has been placed
among the actualities of- politics by the
war, and after the peace the statesman=
ship of Great Britain and the Oversea
States will be compelled to grapple with
it in earnest.

POLITICS AT HOME, by W. Joynson-Hicks, M.P.
Mr. W. Joynson-Hicks, M.P., who of the respect for authority so deeply
gives here his opinion on the effect of ingrained in the bulk of our, people, and
the war on our political life, first became partly because there is thought to be
known when he defeated Mr. Winston no one else to take its place. It is a
Churchill in an exciting, by-election , in Government which clearly is not popular,
Manchester in 1908.' Later he himself and if there were an alternative ready
suffered 31r. Churchill'.s fate, but hi soon it would not last for another week.
found a seat at Brentford. Outside Parlia- Before very long there will be a deniand
ment he is linown as an enthusiastic about the country for the breaking of
motorist, and both ivithin and without he incompetent officials, from the highest
ha.s qtrufen hard to improve cur aerial General down to the lowest Minister.
service, not altogether without success.
People are beginning, and will, by the
end of the war, be- angry without knowing
-;'
HE war is not yet finished, and it exactly upon whom to vent theiris impossible to say what the and the known incompetents will be :stre
position of the present chief actors in to act as lightning conductors.' Tlitiold
the political =arena will be when it is policy of*" muddle through " will go for
over, but upon one thing I am rapidly- good. Thoroughness and efficiency will
coming to a conclusion, and: that is, be the watchword of the new Ministry.
that human nature will not be changed: There will be a reorganisation, domplete
At the` beginning of the.war,. one was and stringent, of the Army, and in all
inclined to hope and think that a great probability there will be a demand from
wave was sweeping over our country) the men themselves for at least six
which would totally alter several of the months' compulsory- training, in order
unSatisfactory characteristics in our way that we may never bc caught napping
of looking at outside things, but tO-day again but that when the call comes
I am convinced that the innate motives the men of Britain will be able to respond
have hitherto driven the human without having to learn the very elements
s
race will, continue in the future as in of soldiering. I cannot believe that there
the past. I am, however, convinced that will be bloodshed in Ireland. The country
in spite of this, the lines of political will compel politicians to arrive at a
parties must be considerably changed. reasonable settlement of the Home Ride
At the moment we have a Coalition question, but the main thing which both
Government, which governs partly because
fConfinued o u, page 5;
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Consolidating British Positions in the Balkans

Guarding against treachery. British sontries examine the papers
of Greeks, Turks, and Jews on a Balkan road.

Behind the communication trenches in the Balkans. Scottish
soldiers collecting tree-trunks to consolidate the British position.

Banking up a British trench in Macedonia with sandbags. The circle photograph
shows two of the signalling corps at work.
kT,

Difficulties with the transport. A mule mutinies, to the amusement of a group of privates and non-commissioned officers who are
watching the strenuous efforts cf two subaltern; to get the better of the beast,

19thF ehru
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Impression of a flame attack at night. Liquid fire rolling up against the trenches, and
melting with fearful heat the wire entanglements protecting them.

A flame attack by day.

A huge cloud of black smoke is emitted, as distinct from the white
clouds of poison-gas which aro seen below.

a
oa
Dangerous work. British officers testing the newest type of respirator. In the next big
attack poison-gas is likely to play a tremendously important part.

Immune in the death-cloud. British officers rugning through the polsonyfumes from their
own bombs. They are wearing a new and reliable respirator.
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THE WAR AND OUR NATION LIFE hom page 2.)
parties will have to tin will be the restoration of our lives and the building up of
a new Britain. The old cry of " Back
to the land " will come forward with
redoubled force in respect of those men
who have been permanently wounded
in the service of their country. Vast
areas of these islands could be much
more highly cultivated than they are at
the present time. What they have
always needed has been Labour in conjunction with Capital. The labour will
be to our hand, capital must be provided,
if necessary, by the State; but in building
up at home we must not forget the main
item in our future national programme—
that of, the building up of the Empire.
At the commencement of the war it u-as
a loosely-knit aggregation of friendly
countries ; to-day, it is a band of brothers,
and if anybody, whether Tariff Reformer
or Free Trader, thinks that at the end
of the war Australia and Canada are
going to -be put on the same terms in

regard to the.markets of Great Eritain
as Austria and Germany, he will` suffer
a very rude awakening. For myself, I
hope never to trade with or touch a
German again, and I cannot imagine that
Britain will permit Germany to invade
her markets and exploit her commerce
as she did before the war. There must
be a ringed fence round the brothers-inarms, and our Colonies must be called
into consultation with the Mother Country,
not merely in regard to the terms of
peace, but in regard to the whole future
of the Empire. I do not think they will
ever sit in the House of Commons. Alas
that body has become too parochial to
make it worth their while, but that there
will be a Consultative Council there, in
permanent or periodic session, I am
convinced. These are the lines upon
which the development will take place, and
these are the lines upon which Greater
Britain will be a nobler and more powerful
Empire than was Great Britain in the past.

HOPE FOR THE MIDDLE CLASS, by Sir L. Chiozza Money
Sir Leo Chiozza Money, M.P., whose better opportunity than they have enjoyed
opinion on the effect of the war on the in the past. I hope that many of their
middle classes appears below,' needs no number will be able to engage in prointroduction to the readers of THE \V AR ductiye work instead of in the mere
trafficking to which so many of them,
ILLUSTRATED.
As an authority on the
amount and nature of the country's through no fault of their own, have been
income he is well able to say something chained in the past.
interesting about the future of the middle
If these. hopes are realised, the burden
classes. " Riches and Poverty "is, perhaps, of increascd.f.a.kation will be easily borne.
the best known of his various books.
If. on the other hand, laissez-faire con-

The new Navy will be a changed Navy.
As' like' as not Dreadnoughts as we now
underSta.nd them will pass away, just as
Nelson's ships passed away. But " The
Navy " remained with our forefathers.
It is not a matter of the type of ship,
but of." The Navy." Keep up the Navy
and we shall always stand four-Square.
Let the . Navy down and we shall seal
our doom.

THE NEXT GENERATION
by Dr. C. W. Saleeby
Dr. C. Ti'. Saleeby, who here gives an
opinion. on the effect of the war On the
vital question of home life and motherhood,
has made a special study of eugenics and
soeiology,.and there never was a time when
expert knowledge of this Rind was as
necessary to us as it is to-day. The strongest
and the bravest are being killed oft, and the
rearing of men to take their places is the
fundamental question of all.
will enhance the importance
T HEofwar
motherhood and home life for
all the combatants nations—not least
for ourselves, for though our losSes may
be relatively small., our Imperial responsibilities will be the greatest. Happily,
the public is coming to realise this, but
the immense excess of women in the '
Mother Cohntry after the war will be an
morbid factor only to be dealt with by;
their suitable emigration to our Colonies,
as I urge in the " Daily Mail Year Book "'
for loiO.

THE effect of the war upon the middle tinues to rule us after the war we may
"1- classes will largely depend upon the lose many of our able-bodied young men AFTER..WAR EMIGRATION
character of the peace that is made, and by emigration, and a relative national
the degree of wisdom with which whatever decline will follow.
by Sir Th:rnas Mackenzie',
1 do not think it avails much to indulge
Government may be addresses itself to
Sir
Thomas
Mackenzie, K.C.M.G., who
in. prophecy. Although it is the case
the task of national reorganisation.
As an optimist I believe that the British that nations cannot control all the factors here gives an opinion' On :tame e1lict of -the
people will not falter in the "prosecution of their own development, it is scr largely Great War on emigration; especially to
of the war until our object is achieved. true that man is master of his fate that New Zealand, is the :High - ComMissioner
I refuse to discuss the shuddering con- he who desires to secure the happiness in London for that progressive Colony. For
years he was a 'political' leader
.
sequences of a, patched-up peace and of and further progress of his country has twenty-five
the future of unrest and preparation for hinaself power to aid whatever end he 1:Z New Zealand. He was a member of
further war which would be involved in it. desires to prophesy. Thus the- 47,Ooonoo - Sir Joseph Ward's Cabinet, and succeeded
him as Prime Minister in 1912, but he only
, As to national reorganisation, I hope British people may by courage and deter- held his new office for a very shoe time.
•for a conscious and collective national mination become true prophets in that
effort to make better use of the wonderful they can work to make their country Isi the same year he came to London as High
resources of the nation and of the Empire, greater still. It is for this reason also Comnsissioner. Sir Thomas should knoth all
and therefore foina striking and unparal- that all pessimists ought to be incon- about the conditions for eniigrants to: New
leled increase in British wealth production tinently led forth to execution, since to Zealand, for in addition to his pablie‘rderh,
he has explored its interior lahes and fiords,
which will afford to the middle classes a preach failure is to help accomplish it.

THE BLUE WATER .SCHOOL, by Fred T. Jane
Mr. Fred T. Jane, who here gives his
opinion on the effect of the war on our
Navy, is a man who has devoted his whole
life to the study of this subject. He has
been-with the Fleet on all occasions, and has
watched the development of the various
kinds of ships and guns. His weltin,gs,
both in articles and in books, are known to a
big circle of readers, and " Jane's Fighting
Ships" is one of the standard books of
reference on the Navies of the, world.
IN my opinion there are two main
IN
points. Of these the first is that
we have not yet won the war, and unless
every man of military age comes up to
scratch we shall not win it. And if we
lose, the effect of the war will be that
we shall either have no fighting services
at all, or else only such as may help
Germany to conquer the, rest of the
world.
In the second issue—supposing that
we. win—I think that it is highly probable

that we shall maintain a large Army
against future eventualities and reduce
our Navy accordingly. From this insanity
the " Navy League " may save us--but
neglect of our Navy is likely enough to
be the curse of peace.
I speak advisedly of any future naval
reduction as " insanity " because for a
thousand years the Navy has kept our
land inviolate. The Navy, and the Navy
only, has rendered possible our Army's
work in Flanders, France and elsewhere.
But this Work does not show. And when
the war is over I fear that the public will
forget what it never really knew.
I do not wish to be unduly pessimistic,
but I greatly fear that the silence- .in
which the Navy's work has had to be
wrapped will in the future result in a
terrible underestimation of the Navy's
services, a failure to keep up the
Navy, and likely enough our ultimate
doom in some other war fifty years
hence.

and studied its native birds'andiflowers. He
received the honour of knighthood on Last
New Year's Day.

I 'WOULD say that the general prosperity in New Zealand, especially on
the agricultural side, will require labour
for its further development. The war
has taken' heavy toll of our men, many
of whom, in normal times, were engaged
in agricultural and-pastoral phrsuits. If
at the end of the war there should be
in this country a'surplus of men, - and
women also, willing to go abroad, and,
if they take some training in the work
they are likely to be called upon to do
on their arrival in the Dominion; :they
will undoubtedly be welcOme and will
be of Value. - The " Closer Settlement "
policy of the New Zealand GoVernment is
gradually bringing more land into intense
culture, and if suitable people—and we
are very particular in New Zealand on
the question of people being suitable in
every reSpeet—will- go out, the prospects
for them are good, and there is . room
fors many of the right --claSs
Om
Dominion.
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Steel Caps and Steel Hearts nearest to the Roches

French patrol passing through a village in " No Man's Land," the church of which has received the proverbial baptism of Hun fire.
These steel-helmeted warriors are on the look-out for; raiding Booties. Every German the less is a step nearer victory.

How a French artillery commander's headquarters are made more or less immune from destruction byienemy shells. - The neatness

with which the position has been consolidated with stones, sandbags, logs of wood and gabions is characteristic of French thorough..
ness. Nothina less than a powerful mine would shatter this very strong dug-out.

Great Cause & Grim Effect on Champagne Front

OnS of the many huge French guns which fire 220 lb. shells. These weapons have proved themselves quite as efficient as the smaller
" 75," and it was mainly due to their power and accuracy that the French secured the Champagne victory of September, 1915.

After a bombardment of the German trenches by the French howitzers. Wounded enemy soldiers seated by the roadside awaiting
the arrival of the ambulance. A number of dead are lying in the ditches, and Red Cross men on the other side of the road aro
removing the bodies for burial.
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Along the Tigris Flood from Basra to Kut

British naval gun in action somewhere In Mesopotamia.

A number of natives are contemplating the operations with interest.

Indo-British pioneers constructing a floating bridge across the Tigris. The rapidity with which these quite substantial constructions
are completed is one of the marvels of modern campaigning. During the war doubtless more bridges have been destroyed and built
than at any other period of time in the world's history.

British sailors dragging a naval gun across a desert in Mesopotamia. One can well imagine the difficulties of transport in this theatre
of hostilities where waggons and ordnance are liable to sink up to their axles in sand.

Black Defenders of the White Hope in Africa

But for a few isolated attacks, the Germans have been practically
driven from the Cameroon. The above photograph shows the
primitive method of transport adopted by belligerents in West Africa.

Native troops I,naing in the Cameroon. Inset Couriers marching in single file heavily laden with war material. Such was the only
means or conveying the munitions, fcoJ, etc , from place to place, and of course was mainly responsible for the long drawn out campaign.
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Russians in Bessarabia and the Frosty Caucasus

Russian machine-gun section in action on the Bessarabia front. Terrible was the havoc which these weapons, when concentrated
in large numbers, wreaked on the ranks of the enemy advancing in massed attack.

The importance of the Caucasus campaign cannot be over-estimated. Were it not for Russia's numerous forces threatening the Turks,

Persia and India would be oven to a Turco-Teuton combination. This photograph shows a Russian advance guard entering a
village in this snow-bound mountainous area.
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A final broadside for the Turks on Gallipoli from H.M.S. Cornwallis, the last British ship to leave the danger zone after the evacuation
had been carried out with such conspicuous success.' Burning stores and encampments may be seen on the shore. This and the next
three pages are devoted to official documents of the great Anzac bluff.

AialeNAt
What really baffled the Turks. Britain's naval guns. Before the last troops were embarked all stores likely to be of military value
to the enemy were fired upon. This photograph shows the reflection of the flames across the tranquii waters of the Gulf of Bares.

The War Illustrated, - 9th February, 1916.
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The Peril of the Last Lighter : Thrilling Incident in the Great Withdrawal from Gallipoli

only incident in the great withdrawal from Gallipoli which to be picked up by the transport. An eye-witness of the event relates
THEgave
cause. for alarm -was the. blowing up of a powder magazine that, the frail craft had barely proceeded one hundred yards from the

tongue of fire shot up high into the air, hurling
4uge.mushroom-like
'eces-of black rock far beyond the limit of its flame. It was thought

on the beach just after the -last lighter with a special -splinter-proof shore when there was a terrific explosion, which shook all the vessels that the lighter and its load would be shattered, but, as it happened,"
covering, laden with soldiers, was being towed off by a destroyer in the vicinity, and even seemed to- shake the- very -sea :itself. A bnly -six of the occupants were slightly injured,by fa/ling fragments.

A scene of singular grandeur confronted the last men to leave thb
fateful Peninsula, the whole foreshore being a blaging• inferno.
The three ships, including the River' Clyde, beached to serve
-"Y •
cover to the operation, are seen on the left of this drawing]

The War Illystrated, 19th Fpbruar1,•1916.
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Men and Machines Leave Anzac Beach by Rad

Big British guns leaving Suvla Bay in broad daylight on a raft. They are being towed full speed out to sea by a naval pinnace
to be picked up by a transport. This unique manoeuvre, carried out under the very eyes and ears of the enemy, is surely one of the
most amazing successes in the history of military achievement.

Instantaneous impression of a Turkish shell bursting near the River Clyde, the °'wooden horse of Troy " ship, which helped as much
in the evacuation of Gallipoli as it did in the historic landing. One of the few French soldiers who stayed to the last is seen protecting
his head from flying shell fragments.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS IN THE WAR
Cry

Dorsets

I

T was . October
yth, 1914, a few
days after the fall
of Antwerp, and our
Second Army Corps,
having marched
from Abbeville to
Bethune, was obeyng Sir John.
French's orders by
fighting its way
towards La Basset:
and Lille. Two days before, its two
divisions, the: 3rd and the 5th, had crossed
the canal—but only to find that the
Germans were much stronger than anyone
had thought possible. Accordingly, General
Smith-Dorrien ordered his men, to bear
away to the right, his object being ,to
cut the enemy off from La Bassee. The
Germans were ready for this move ; their
guns were hidden away on the high_
ground, and for two or three days there
was desperate fighting around that place.
Daring Heroes of the Dorsets
In one of the brigades—the 15th—of
the 5th Division was the 1st Battalion of
the Dorset Regiment. Starting from
Festubert, the Dorsets advanced towards
Givenchy, near where the bridge called
Pont Fixe crosses the canal. Then their
difficulties began. Part of the brigade
found the shell fire too strong for them,
and fell back ; but not so the Dorsets.
Forward they could not and backward
they would not go, so they just dug some
trenches and clung grimly on to them.
Through the day they defied the Germans,
who had far more men and far more guns
than, we had, and at night they were still
there.
The losses in this one day's fighting
had been terrible—one hundred and thirty
killed and nearly three hundred wounded ;

" He (i.e., Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien) particularly mentions the fine fighting of the
Dorsets, whose commanding officer, Major
Roper, was killed.
They suffered no less
than four hundred casualties, one hundred
and thirty of them being killed, but maintained all day their hold on Pont Fire."—
SIR JOHN FRENCH.
but the Dorsets were not done with, as
the Germans soon found out. In good
order they left their trenches, a platoon
under Sergeant E. Snoshall covering their
retirement ; but they did not go far. A
few paces, and they were on the line
which the British held throughout the
winter, and there the survivors of the
battalion halted. Many deeds of heroism
were done at this time, of which another
performed by Sergeant Snoshall deserves
mention. For two days—the 14th and
15th—he lay in an exposed position, and
prevented the enemy's patrols from
reaching the bridge and by it crossing
the canal. Sergeant-Major Vivian was
rewarded also with the Distinguished
Conduct Medal, for it was owing largely
to his daring and coolness that his company, although faced by great odds, got
safely away.
Glories Won in India
Dorset men will not perhaps be very
surprised on reading about this galrant
stand at Pont Fixe, for they know samething of the history and traditions - of
their regiment, one of those humble
county regithents which are the real
backbone of the British Army. ItS' ist
Battalion, the old 39th, was raised in
Ireland in 1701, and was at first called
Cootes' Regiment. In 1709 it was in
Portugal, and in 1747 it went to .Flanders
under " Butcher ". Cumberland ; but its

chief glories have been won in India, and
it bears upon its colours the proud motto,
" Primus in Indis." It was in "i754-that
the regiment reached India to help the
British East India. Company in its struggle
with the French one, and it occupied the
centre of Clive's line at Plassey. In the
previous year (1756) the 54th Foot, now
the and Battalion of the Dorsets, had
been raised. Since then one or other,
sometimes both, of the battalions have
served in the- Peninsular War, in Burma,
in India, in the Crimea, in the Tirah
Valley, and in South Africa, and among
the names on their colours are Albuera,
Vittoria, Orthes, Sevastopol, and Ladysmith. In 188I, the 39th and the 54th
were united to form the Dorset Regiment.
Ordeals at Hill 60
When the Great War broke out, the
ist Battalion was sent from Ireland to
France, and it was at Mons, helping to
line the canal, on that August Sunday
when the Germans met the British face
to face.- The Dorsets were in the retreat,
and on August 26th they fought in the
fierce Battle of Le Gateau. Then again,
having beaten off the worst of the German
attack, they marched off towards the
Marne, and on one of these terrible days,
they did forty-two miles in the twenty-;
four hours.
The Dorsets were in the army which
drove back the Germans from the Marne,
and at the Battle of - the Ai§n,e they were
among the battalions which crossed the
river on rafts between MissY and Venizel.
They next found themselves under - a
heavy fire from the. Gerthans entrenched
on the hills above the Aisne ; but they,
they,
_
held on to
narrow strip of ground,
between the river and the heights—no
mean, feat of arms."::-They dub their
trenches and remained_in them through

A review of the Dorset Regiment before the war. The march past the saluting base. The King's and regimental colours are carried
ith the first company.

1915
The1V ar 1itustrat ed,19th Feb ruary,

THE ANNIHILATION OF A FAMILY.—One of the most dramatic stories of the retreat
from Nish concerns a family named Yankovic. The mother was making for Monastir with
her six children, each of whom carried some remnant of the household goods, but these were
soon abandoned, the woman retaining only a parcel of food on her back. The journey proved

too much for the children, who one by one fell down to perish by the roadside. Distracted
with grief, their mother determined to avenge her losses, and set out to find her husband in the
trenches. Unable to procure from him a spare rifle, she gathered up a handful of stones and
flung them towards the enemy's lines. Thereupon the Huns turned a Maxim on her.
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RECORDS OF THE REGIMENTS
(Cantimted from page 15.)

two weeks of pouring rain, and then,
with the rest of the army, they moved
„away to positions between Calais and
Lille. Then it was that they showed their metal at Pont Fixe. - By this time we may say that, like the
Welsh Fusiliers, the Dorsets had " practically ceased to exist." They had lost
twenty-seven officers and eight hundred
men, so there were not many left of the
one thousand or one thousand one
hundred who sailed from Ireland in
August. However, drafts arrived, and
with these the remnant stood up to the
Germans near La Bassee in October,
especially during a fierce attack on the
22n.d. Under Sergeant Gambling, a
- machine-gun section _did excellent work
during these winter months. For several months the Dorsets had no
very hard fighting, but in April, when
the Germans used asphyxiating gas, they
were on Hill 6o. There, in spite of
severe losses, they held firm, and we know
how, on May 1st, the defenders of one of
their trenches were reduced to an officer
and four men, the others having been
poisoned. This officer, Lieutenant R. V.
Kesteli-Cornish, rallied and encouraged
the four, and they held on through the
night until reinforcements arrived. Four
days later, on the same Hill 60, another
subaltern, H. G. M. Mansell-Pleydell,
took charge of a company which, under
his able leadership, regained a lost trench.
The 2nd Dorsets against the Turks
But we must not forget that the Dorsets
had a 2nd Battalion, the old 54th, fighting
at the other side of the earth. With three
Indian battalions, they landed at Fao, at
the top of the Persian Gulf, in November,
and attacked the Turks a few days later.
The Turks were entrenched among some
date groves, and in front of them was a
bare plain ; but the Dorsets set a splendid
example to our men, and they crossed it

Drummer of the 1st Dorsets in review
order.

in short rushes. The enemy did not
wait to make the acquaintance of the
gleaming bayonets: and the battle was
won. Durilw, the advance, when there
was no cover whateVer, several of the

Dorsets dared. almost certain. death by
:c-40:37tiig up ammunition to the firing-line
and by aiding- the wounded. About one
-hundred and thirty of them were hit, and
among the officers killed were Major A. A.
Mercer and Captain F. Middleton,
On March 3rd, 1915, a few of our men,
went out to discover something about the
enemy's strength, and were caught in an
ambush and surrounded by thousands of
yelling Turks. Step by step they fought
their way back—two Dorsets, LanceCorporal E. A. Finch and Private A.
Barrett, doing heroic service in protecting
the wounded with their rifles from the
savagery of Germany's pupils and allies.
Five other Dorsets won the Distinguished Conduct Medal by rushing out and rallying some Indian soldiers who were losing
their nerve in the retreat.
" Primus in Persis "
On April, r4th, near Basra, -there _was
another pitched battle, in which again
the Dorsets led the British line. The
conditions were about the same as in
November. The Turks were entrenched
among some woods, and between them
and our men was -a bare level plain. The
day was hot, the sun glaring mercilessly
down on our troops ; but for five hours
they pressed steadily on, rushing and
lying down at short intervals. Then
came the final charge with the bayonet,
the Dorsets leading the way into the
enemy's trenches and clearing them out.
As a sample of the fighting, we may
mention that of twelve men led into
action by Sergeant-Major Warren, eight
were hit. Among the killed in this
engagement was the battalion's commander, Liehtenant-Colonel-H. L. Rosher.
There for the present ends the record
of.- the Dorsets. In 1754 they were
Prirrlus- in Indis, and in 1914 Primus in
In Flanders, also, they have
" done their bit," and in the future we are
certain they will be first somewhere or
other for Old England's sake: .41. W. Holland

With the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force. British heavy gun being hauled into position again after barking at the hidden enemy.

Additions to the Mascot Zoo and Other Curios

" Nanny," the agile mascot goat of the Sherwood
Foresters' Transport Section.

" Nancy " and three comrades of the South African Scottish now training in
England.

" Looking for Jallicoe," as the Germans might Melody with the R.F.C. Three members
say. Hun sailor using a field periscope.
listening to a gramophone in France.

Leisure momenta on the wary patrol shin. " Jack " making up
to amuse his messmates.

Allies with a difference. The long and short
of it on the Austro-German front.

More friends of the Allies in the Levant. Mascot owl, Turkish
cat, and a hedgehog.
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German Thoroughness in

The three photographs on this page were taken before, during
and after a bombardment of the church of Lampernisse. Till
within a few weeks ago this was one of the few sacred edifices
intact in the line of fire on the west front. Some well-placed
German shells, however, levelled it in the dust, and these three

The War Illustatecl, 181h February, 1916.
.

Art of' Desecration

striking views were secured at the very moment of the born.fili
•dment. The second illustration shows the church enveloped in
fire and smoke, while the last depicts the proverbial thoroughness
with which the enemy carried out his sacrilegious work. It is
curious to note that the tall trees were left standing.
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Dangers of a Defensive War
By Commander Carlyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
HERE have been during the last few
days a number of attempts to
throw us even more on the defensive
than has hitherto been the case. Their
cumulative effect is spoiled because the
effort is overdone. It is a psychological
fact that when the Teuton is bent on
deceit he nearly always overdoes the
part. This was the case with the Parliamentary Peace Mission which went to
Germany from England in r000. The
:pretence business of peace talk, and
covering up the war pictures on the \rails,
was so overdone that one prominent
Is1.P. told me that he came back per, suaded in exactly the opposite direction
'to the views he held when he left England,
and which his assiduous hosts w-ished to
strengtheh. In the present instance the
,methods adopted are somewhat as
follows :
I. We have a series of Zeppelin raids,
!which, from the German point of view,
!measure their success in direct proportion
to the number of well-meaning people
twho clamour for localised defences, and
:large taking away the control of aircraft
from those who conduct our offensive
war in France and elsewhere.

T

as the time when Csar said the Germans
always used stratagems. Sometimes the
object is to impress the enemy, sometimes
the neutral, and occasionally to provoke
retorts in those journals whose correspondents are known to be in touch with
members of the unwieldy Governments
- of the Allies. There is also the object
to provoke " dissensions and bickerings "
in the discussions in the Press, Parliament, and on the plat-form of Germany's
enemies. The peace talk failed, so now
again the war talk.
I have before me Admiral Lord
Collingwood's letters from the Mediterranean, and here is one, dated May 18th,
SoS :
.
But -we have dissensions and bickerings
in Parliament, at a time when all the wisdom
and energy should he employed in counteracting and divesting this silent torrent that
overwhelms States as if they had no firmer
foundation than a haycock, and sweeps them
away, to be no more heard of. The consequence is that Ministers are so taken up by
repelling attacks in Parliament, that it is
impossible they can have time for repelling
the attacks of the enemy ; so that these
measures winch ought to be kept most secret
are left to the conduct of inferiors in office,

How our guns and men left Gallipoli. A large weapon and its crew aboard a
lighter being towed to a transport in Suyla Bay.
2: There are discreetly floated stories
'of new inventions, and the inference
!desired is that we must adopt a very
eautious, defensive policy of " wait and
;see." On the water these take the
for of monster guns, threatened cruiser
,raids on our commerce, and a new type
iof submarine war of which we are going
!to feel the full effects before this article
appears in print. I may here point out
that, except for her unexpectedly ghastly
!breaks with international law, Germany
has not scored a single point by new
fnventions. Moreover, much the same
may be said of the history of war—the
prominent exception being the decadent
Greeks repelling an invasion by a break
with customary methods of war in the
invention of Greek fire.

Obvious Subterfuge
3. Similar tactics are adopted in regard
to the land war.
4. The flotation of rumours in regard
to a coming offensive, with all the
emphasis on Salonika and Egypt.
Now the source of all these reports is
probably the German General Staff,
exploiting the highest development of a
system which has come down to them
from Frederick the Great, but is as old

and the first you hear of them is in a newspaper. Now, if the agents of Bonaparte
were in those offices they could not manage
his interests better. Does not all the world
know that one man can keep a secret better
than two f
Tactics of "Fritz" and Napoleon
The means used to-day are to give
publicity to the German suggestion'f'rom
one Of the neutral towns, or from Rome,
since Italy and Germany are not at war
and maintain certain relations. It is
very blatantly indicated to us that we
should be especially careful about Salonika
and Egypt, where we have every conceivable advantage on our side if attacked.
It is calculated that if we put men on a
false front it will be three months before
they can be deployed on the vital front.
It was Napoleon who carried the
mystification and misleading the enemy
business to its highest point after Frederick
the Great, and it was Napoleon who said,
" Do not do what the enemy wants you
to do, for the simple reason that what
he desires is the worst course for you."
I ventured in my last article, on " The
Cult of the Naval Base," to attempt to
show that bases in war derive their entire
value from the geographical and economical utility they afford to the operations

of fleets. Nothing would have suited
the enemy better, nor been more Calculated to undermine our sea-power,
than to put the bases in tile primary
instead of entirely subordinate positions.
Now, if we consider Salonika and Egypt
from the same point of view, we will
regard them merely as vantage positions
from which armies projected by seapower can strike at the enemy's armies
and their communications. What the
enemy wants us to do is to lock up large
forces for the direct defence of Egypt and
Salonika. He would like again a force
of a Turks from a central position to
threaten x Russians on the defensive in
the Caucasus, as well as * British on the
defensive in Egypt,' while we are overwhelmed on the Tigris. Surely the
simultaneous offensive is the .right one
for us, with reserves ready to embark.
Strategic Internment
Let us count it for grace—if true—to theallied Governments that the telegraph
announces that 40,000 Turks and heavy
artillery have been sent to Smyrna in fear
of a landing. That is how sea-power
locks up men. I ventured to point out
Mr. Asouith's error when he talked of
our troops in Gallipoli locking, up Turks
who could have been used against the
Russians in the Caucasus, our troops on
the Tigris,- and against Egypt. The
Turks would still have had to garrison
Gallipoli if we had not landed a single
man—if we had risen who could be landed.
Now we know, from Sir Ian Hamilton's
despatch, that we had of) , °Do bayonets
to the Turks rro,000. Those 95,00o,
ready at a central position to embark,
might well have locked up 400,00o along
the Turkish coasts.
No war in the world's history was ever
won by the defensive, and we as a nation
have especial reason to be on -guard
against it.
Every success that has been won in this
war has been through the rapid concentration on the offensive. In the
Dardanelles the defensive won because
the offensive was not thought out beforehand, and was neither rapid nor concentrated. Casar attributed his success,
first to the care and labour with which
his plans were prepared (both essentials
to rapid concentration), and then - to
rapid action. We have wonderful coincidence of naval testimony on this point.
To make a selection :
Tim?. is Victory
Time is everything ; five minutes makes
the difference between a victory and a defeat.
—Nelson.
The advantage of time and place in all
martial actions is half the victory ; which
being lost is irrecoverable.—Drake.
To these we may add one from the great
American Admiral Farragut : I believe
in celerity ! "—spoken, be it noted, when
he announced his intention of passing
'
the Mississippi forts.' This last ought to
be tacked on to another saying of
Farragut, that " the more you hurt the
enemy, the less he will hurt you." It is
sad that political control should have led
to such an imperfect realisation of these
maxims during the crisis preceding the
war, so that the Navy was given a late
start, the North Sea largely mined
against us, and brought to a condition
which is the source of half our difficulties
in regard to all the raids by sea and air.
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The Day After the Zeppelin Raid Over Paris

Freakish effect of a Zeppelin bomb explosion on a Paidsian
dwelling. On the left is another house, six of whcse _floors
were completely sectioned by an infernal machine. "
_

The Paris crowd. nenerally the most animated and irresponsibly happy, turned out in sombre mood the morning after the Zeppelin
raid of January 30th to inspect the damage done to their beautiful city by the aerial ghouls. One bomb, dropping in the centre of a
boulevard, went clean thrnuoh to the " Metro," or Paris underground railway.
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Decorated for Valour More of Britain's Brave Sons
Id

IEUT. HILTON YOUNG, R.N.V.R., M.P. for Norwich,

was honoured by Icing Peter of Serbia with the special
medal for valour in recognition of his conduct during the
siege of Semendria, while his brother, Mr. Geoffrey Winthrop
Young (Red Cross) was enrolled a Chevalier of the Order of
Leopold for valuable services rendered to the population of
Ypres and other towns in the war area.
Captain J. H. Beith, Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, was
awarded the Military Cross for devotion to duty. He is known
xis " Ian Hay,". author of " The First ioo,000," a vivid work
ore the first Kitchener's Army men, which is one of the most
successful books concerning the war.
Quartermaster-Sergeant A. V. Prosser was awarded the D.C.M.
der singularly gallant conduct at Suvla Bay. At the moment
of an advance a fire started in the scrub. Prosser, realising the
danger 'of a number of fallen wounded, went out several times
-under heavy fire and dragged many of them to safety.

Pte. J. S. FARMER, 1/8th
Royal Warwicks, awarded the
D.C.M. for rescuing a comrade.

Mr. G. WINTHROP YOUNG,
decorated by King Albert for
valuable service at Ypres.

Major-General J. A. Ferrier (in command of the Humber
Defences) awarded the D.C.M. and the Russian gold medals
to four Leicester heroes at Patrington. Sergt. A. A. Sparkes
received his medal for saving a wounded oincer under fire ;
Quartermaster-Sergt. lfdl was honoured with the Russian gold
medal of St. George for leading the last ten men of his platoon
to an attack at Neuve Chapalle, in which event he was wounded ;
Sergt. H. Owen was also awarded the Russian gold medal of
St. George for venturing forth and saving a wounded Gurkha ;
Sergt. Gray received the D.C.M. for gallantry and devotion to
duty on the Aisne. All four belonged to the 3rd Leicester Regt.
Captain John Joseph Kavanagh_ when on special observation duty in a " crow's nest " was subjected to heavy fire, but remained
throughout the day in the building and continued to transmit
important information. He only left his post, which was struck
by tour direct hits, to put his orderlies under cover. He eves
awarded the Military Cross.

Lieut. ILYOUNG,R N.V.R.,M.P.,
awarded special medal by King
Peter for gallantry at Semendria.

Bandsman T. THORBURN
A. & S. Highlanders, winner o
D.C.M. and Russian Cross.1

Pte. H. SMITH, Coldstreams,
awarded D.C.M, fdr strenuous
bombing at Loos.

tamr.-Sergt. A. V. PROSSER,
Border Regt., awarded D.C.M.
tor life-saving at Suvla Bay.

Pte. G. PUTTOCK, 2nd E.
Surrey Regt., won D.C.M. at
the Hohenzollern Redoubt.

Capt. 7. H. BEITH ("Ian
Hay "), A. & S. Highrs, who
was awarded Military Cross,

Reading from left to right : Sergt. A. A. SPARKES, awarded D.C.M. ; Qmr.-Sargt.
HILL, who received the Russian gold medal of St. George ; Sergt. H. OWEN, also
decorated with Russian gold medal ; and Sergt. GRAY, who won the D.C.M.

Pte. R. THOMPSON, Border Regt.,
awarded D.C.M. for devotion to duty
at Hooge.

Sec.-Lieut. J. H. de la M. HARPUR,
15th Batt. Royal Irish, awarded
Military Cross for saving life.

Capt. I. 3. KAVANAGH, 3rd Connaught Rangers, awarded Military
Cross for devotion to duty.

Pte. W. THEOBALD, 2nd Eas

Surrey R., who won the D.C.M.

at the Hohenzollern Redoubt.

Pte. R. T. FAWCETT, Welsh Regt.,
who won D.C.M. at Festubert for
carrying messages under fire.
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The Two Heroes: An Idyll of the Champagne Front

FROM THE PAINTING BY THE CELEBRATED FRENCH Ar.TIST, GEORGES SCOTT.

Mass in the trenches. French priest conducting a religious service in the open air. A large
cohgregation of French infantrymen stand bareheaded in an attitude of reverence.

Divine thoughts in the trenches. Another religious ceremony held in a French first-line
position. Bareheaded, a group of pious Piou-pious are listening to the consoling voice of a
man of God. Note the rifles ready in position.

A religious interlude in the strife of war. French soldier-priest, using an ammunition
waggon as an altar, celebrates Mass in the presence of his comrades.

Before departing on a perilous mission tWo French soldiers are commending their souls to
the Almighty. A short service is being celebrated in the little chapel, which is characterised
by charming taste and artistry purely Latin.

0

26th February, 1916.

A PICTURE-RECORD of Events by Land, Sea and Air.

No, 80. Vol. 4.

Edited by J. A. HAMMERTON

-;\ LATEST FASHIONS IN FIELD KIT.—A French officer's trench outfit comprises helmet, mask and goggles, sheepskin, trench boots,
sprayer for repelling poison gases, mirror appropriated from the officer in command of a German fort, and, lastly, a patrol dog.

The liar Illustrated, 26th February, 1916.
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NATIONAL LIFE

Weighty Views on Matters Momentous to
Our Future by Public Men of the Time
OUR SPECIAL SYMPOSIUM FOR THE NEW ERA
,
In No. 79 of THE WAR ILLUSTRATED appearea a series of contributions by Prominent leaders of
Problems, the
public opinion in various branches of our "stational `life," such as Politics,
Navy, the Middle Classes, .Emigration, etc In continuation of this absorbing symposium, the
Editor is _pleased to offer his readers a further selection of views on subjects Which vitally concern the
nation as a whole, and the individual as a citizen."Education, by which a co;nmunity must, necessarily measure its greatness, is discussed this week by Profesor Michael Sadler. Poverty,
and Literature are dealt with by men who haze devoted their whole lives to these respective subjects.

What educational changes will therefore
be required in England after the war ?
Three are of capital importance :
(including educational) reorganisation.
(a) Greater intellectual keenness in every
Germany and America would be more
dangerous rivals than ever in tlie corn- grade of school, and greater care in making
mercial struggle. Better education would the best of second grade 'mental ability.
The success of the naval training at Cowes
13C the vital need of England.
and Dartmouth is a proof of what can be
(b) A final A- iCthry for the Entente done with English boys b1 strict discipline
Powers, with no indemnity- obtainable of mind and body.
for Great Britain, would leave us poor
(b) Greater interest in science throughand face to face with angry social problems out English education and English life.
and urgent trade necessities, with both This is an infection which can be spread
of which a more alert mind can alone and caught. Employers must learn to
deal. An alert mind would not suffice. use science in every- part of their business.
With it must go firm purpose and moral At present their average
e-e attitude of mind
conviction. These things., if the national is ignorant as compared with that of the
temper is fayeurable, education can give. German emploVers: The key to the
(c) An Entente victory, nishing the situation lies in, the secondary schools.
War - with an indemnity fixed on Germany The -way in which England has treated
Britain would the claims of assistant masters in the
ai<n partly payable to Great
compel Germany to redouble her industrial ordinary secondary schools shows that
tiid commercial efforts in order to pay off English opinion has not yet grasped what
her debt to the Allies. If Great Britain higher educatiOn can do for a nation.
(c) All boys and girls in town and
reSted on her oars, She would find hereafter
that she -had : Stimulated ui an extra country alike should be required to conordinary degree German efficii cv in the time their education for four years after
markets of the world. When the in- leaving the elementary school. This condenfnity was paid off, Germany would be timed7 education Should be given as far
All
a more formidable competitor than ever. as possible in the daylight hOurs.
The need for paying the indemnity would employers should be obliged to spare their
have continued in rrneili form it], Germany younger icmployres and employees from
the Strict unifying- discipline which hitherto work for this purpose. And physical
she has gained from itiffitarisin. Thus, training should be part of this continued
even in the most favourable issue; of the education. At present much of the good
war, the need for better edrication in done in the elementary schools reins to
waste in the years of adolescence,
England is demonstrably great.

BETTER EDUCATION VITAL, by Professor Sadler
Professor MICHAEL RSADLER, whp
here writes on the effect of the Great liar
owr educatiOn, is Vice-Chancellor of the
University of Leeds, and so for as actual
work is concerned, is the real director
of that important new seat of learning.
Professor Sadler had a brilliant career at
Oxford, and was lecturer and tutor at Christ
Church, but he left these and 'other responsible positions in the University to become
Director of Special Inquiries under the
Board of Education. In 5903 he resigned
this post, and after spending a little time in
Writing and lecturing on education, he took
up his present post at Leeds.
DUCATION, important before the
war, will be ten times more important after it.
The English people will need someone to
do for its education what Lord Kitchener
has done for its Army.
The war will end in one of four ways.
One of these I put aside as being now,
humanly speaking, in the highest degree
_ for
improbable—viz., a decisive victory
Germany and her allies.
There remain three possible ends of
the war. Eirst, an inconclusive peace.
Second; a victory for the Entente PoWers
which will be decisive enough to secure
the downfall of the prestige of Prussian
militarisina but unaccompanied by the
payment to Great Britain of any part of
her direct outlay on the war. Third, a
crushing defeat of Germany, followed by
the levying of an indemnity upon hcr
which (after an interval of time allowed
for Germany's economic recovery) would
gradually reimburse Great Britain (as
well as her. Allies) for a substantial part
r
of our war expenditure.
In all three events, better education
will be a vital necessity for England. In
no other way can we retrieve our financial
position, or hold our own in the industrial
and commercial struggle with Germany
and America. Oar strength lies in mineral
resources, access to the sea, adventurous
energy; honesty of character, 'goodwill,
fon craftsmanship, and mental
power. Of the last-named we have been
recklessly wasteful. Better education "(if
accompanied by rosoiute industry in all
classes and by intelligence on the part ce:
employers) will enable us to husband our
resources of mind-power and to put it
to scientific use.
(a) An inconclusive peace would impose
on Great Britain (nearly ruined by war
taxation to start with) the double burden
(1) of vast military and naval preparation
kir the next war, and (2) of industrial

EE

WILL POVERTY SUPERVENE? by Sir John Kirk
Sir JOHN RIR R who gives below a which will have to be met are serious
considered. opinion on the e lea of. the war enough, quite apart from the , -unknown
on poverty, is the leadi.ng figure in cornice- factors dependent upon the duration of
lion with the Ragged School movement. A the war, and the character of, the peate
Leicestershire man 6y birth, 1w Was educated to follow. The outlook, however, in
partly iu France, and in 1873 he became my humble judgment, is not Without-its
Ssistald SecietarY to. the Ragged School brighter side. I can give but briefly some
prompt a spirit of optimism
'Six years later he succeeded to reasons as
that acute
the: position :of secrelarj,„ and he has also leading one to the cons
betia-7intiniately• associated with :the work , poverty and crime need not necessarily
6, the -Opeii. _air Mission and the Shaftes- be increased. The crushing war taxes, to
info_ Society.:
lolzg. experiences of this begin with, must fall most heavily upon
algid haS brought him'irtmclose touch with those who have means—you cannot get
the dire-poverty of 'great parts of London, blood from a stone. There should be a
and atter forty-two:yearS . Spent ill helping revival di industrial activities after .a
to alleviate .it he ..speaks .with an authority stagnation of at least a couple of years
tokick May- jairly be •Called'illtrivalled. In Reconstruction will also be needed on the
1.007 ling • Edzoard -.recognised his great Continent with its demand for supplies
,s•cruice.s16 .1h8±6,6r by making hisn'a knight. from this country. Already steps are
being taken to cultivate small holdings
[V would be easy enough to paint a with a view to finding places for returned
picture Rembrandtesoue in its dark soldiers. If the nation learns its lesson
sliading anent thetsocial conditions after the drink bill should fall considerably
the war and their probable effects upon below the 1,560,000,00o, with great gain to
v
poerty
:and crime, The known
factors efficiency. Money spent on unproductive
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With the Old Flag Under a New Command

Training East African natives as stretcher-bearers. Owing to the illness of General Sir Horace Smith-Dorrien, the command of the
British East African forces operating against the adjacent German colony devolved upon General Smuts.

Indian soldiers holding an advanced post which has been barricaded by stones. In spite of the rough nature of the country and the
terrific heat, the Indian is better able to adapt himself to conditions in East Africa than to those obtaining in Europe.

Fun and frolic in the wilds. How to relieve the monotony of " easy days" is, perhaps, the only care of the fighting man. These Britons
in far-away East Africa seem to have got some amusement out of attiring their docile chargers in pants and running a race.
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THE WAR AND OUR NATIONAL LIFE 1C°
; )14' ha"
p age :6)
armaments should also be considerably
less.
The question of a living wage has come
to stay as a recognised principle for all
workers, and the Labour Exchanges now
form part and parcel of our industrial
life. Finally, there is boundless scope
for any overflow of employable Men and
women and for our growing boys and girls
in our Overseas Dominions. Our great
battleships could not be better-employed
than in transplanting them. Canada is
already bestirring herself to receive fresh
immigrants, and Australia, New Zealand,
as well as South Africa, will have a strong
claim on' the Old Country for others to
take the places of those fathers and sons
who have nobly sacrificed all for the
Empire. The position of women can
never revert to the old conditions, and
many of the new spheres of social and
civic service must remain their permanent
possession. ,Mothercraft will claim the
awakened concern of the nation, if only
prompted by the selfish motive of con-

serving child life, never so valuable
before. With respect to school children,
the teachers; quite apart from the education authorities, will never again attempt
to teach pupils coming breakfastless to
school, or in an ill-clad and barefooted
condition of 'dirt and neglect. With this
higher standard, of comfort and a more
humane spirit dealing with juvenile and
other law-breakers, there should be a
growing diminution in crime of the sort
closely allied to poverty.
The nation has been welded as one
family in sympathy, sacrifice, and service.
This spirit still largely continue to manifest itself towards suffering and privation amongst the poor in peace times. It
is hoped also that the spirit animating
men who have been face to face with
carnage and death will tend to awaken
a - like . seriousness in the whole nation:
and that a sense of vital religion will
arouse both Church and people to the
conviction that " righteousness exalteth
a nation."

RELIGIOUS FEELING, by The Bishop of Birmingham
- THE BISHOP OF BIRMINGHAM,
who here gives us an opinion on the effect
of the war on religion, is better known as
the • Rev.- H. Russell Wakefield. He was
an eriergetie parish clergyman when he was
Rector of St. Mary's, Bryamston Square,
but he was much more than this. For two
years he was Mayor of the London Borough
of Maryleboize, and he was also Chairman
of the Central (Unemployed) Body for
London. He was a 'member of the Royal
Commission On the Poor Laws, and of the
old London School Board. In 5909 Dr.
Wakefield left London to become Dean of
Norwich, and in 1911 he succeeded Dr.
Gore as Bishop of Birmingham. He belongs,
it need hardly be said, to the Liberal and
Progressive party in the Church of England.
THE effect of the war upon religion
will be, above all, to give it greater
depth and reality. In calm days nations
do not feel keenly their, dependence upon
God, and there is a gradual slackening, of
their hold upon foundation truths. The
surface matters have an exaggerated
importance given to them, and differences
on details absorb attention. When, however, there comes the great storm of war,
with all its horrors and with all its heroism,

the nearness of Eternity and the greatness
of God are manifest to men. When the
strife is over there will come back to their
homes millions of men who have been face
to face with the great issues of life and
death, and they will never lose the soberness of outlook which their experiences
have stamped upon them. Nor must it be
forgotten that those who have- remained
at home have also been deepened, some
by bereavement, nearly all by personal
anxiety of one kind or another. Our
Britain will be the abode of people conscious as never beiere of what is meant
by national responsibility before God,
who will realise what is expected of them
as to the example which should be set
and the burdens which should be borne
by those to whom world-wide privilege
and opportunity have been afforded. It
will rest with the religious teachers to
ensure that the ettect of the war shall be
lasting, and that- in the days of peace our
people shall strive for great issues by noble
means, as has beien happily the case
during this groat war, • God grant that
0V0 may see the leaders of all churches
combining for the purpose of ensuring
for all time the true greatness of the
land we love.

AN ENNOBLED MANHOOD, by Rev. F. B. Meyer
Rev. F. B. MEYER, who here gives
an opinion on the effect of the war. on
religion, is one of the recognised leaders
of Nonconformity. Originally a Baptist
minister in ,Leicester, he soon found his way
to London, where he succeeded the late Dr.
NewMan Hall as pastor of Christ Church,
Westminster Bridge Road. For many
years he did valuable social work among the
poor of South London. In 5904 Mr. Meyer
was President of the Free Church Federation,
and in 1910 he was chosen Secretary of the
Free 'Clitirch Council. After being for six
years at Regent's Park Chapel, he returned
to Christ Church in 1915.
VOUR readers will probably have
I- noticed the speech made a few
weeks ago in the House of ComMons by
Major Page Croft,, who has spent nearly
a year with the BritisheArmy in France.
He expressed his belief that the effect of
service at the front is to exalt the character
of men, and that when peace comes the
Army will bring back to England a

purifying stream of ennobled manhood,
In half an hour in action," said this
gallant soldier, " I have seen more
Christianity, more elevation of character,
more nobility than I had ever seen before
in my life."
This is high praise, but it certainly
strengthens the impressions that have
been formed in my own mind by the
letters which I have received from the
front, and by my converslations With
soldiers on furlough or wounded. I don't
think that our men, when they return,
will have Much sympathy with sectarian
differences or minute points of church
ritual or ecclesiastical government. They
certainly will not want long sermons of
the intellectual or argumentative type.
They have seen the cosoperation and
fellowship of Bishops and Salvationists, of
Methodists and Baptists, of Jewish Rabbis
and Roman Catholic tpriests, and have
listened to brief, heartfelt, burning
utterances from men who stood face to
face with the realities of life and death.

Directness, strength, things that really'
matter, help to live and die—these must'
be the main staple of our preaching. Our
first consideration just now is to raise the
tone of our churches, that our lads may
not come into cooling chambers. I am
less anxious about them in these days of
war than as to their experiences when we
get them back. Homes and churches
need to be keyed up.

THE PRESS, by J. L, Garvin
Mr. J. L. GARVIN, who gives here his
opinion on the effect of the war on journalism;
is one of the most forceful writers o/ the
p resent day. As an editor and a journalist.
lie had a deservedly high reputation before
the present war, but he has greatly added to
this during the past eighteen months by
the vigoity and patriotism of his articles;
and by the clearness with which he .has
realised from the first the magnitude of the
task before this country. S regards this question, no one can
speak with dogmatism about any
aspect of life after the war: My own view
very strongly is that public interests will
be of dominating importance, owing to the
number, magnitude, and urgency of the
social issues that will arise, and that
journalism will have to depend more than
ever for success upon its intrinsic excellence in news and comment. As to
the nation at large, whatever the results
otherwise, we shall have to be a more
earnest, a more laborious, a more scientific
and educated, and, in all ways, a bettor
organised people.

A

LITERATURE, Sir Sidney Lee
Sir SIDNEY LEE, whose opinion on
the effect of the war on literature is given
below, 'has a world-wide reputation as
Shahaspeare's biographer. He was editor,
after Sir Leslie Stephen, of the monumental
" Dictionary of National Biography," and
in 1913 he was chosen Professor of English
Language and • Literature at the East
London College.
TN normal times literature is universally
acknowledged to be capable of
alleviating anxiety and of encouraging
good endeavour. I believe that amid
the stress of war the efficacy of literature
in both directions suffers little diminution.
It is inevitable that our thought should at
the moment be dominated by the mighty
conflict, and that our reading should
largely be confined to the theme of the
war. But occasional recourse to books
dealing with other topics will; I believe,
prove of advantage to our mental and
phYsical health. Our hopes and energies
May thereby be actively reinforced.
Tastes differ, and each one must choose
for himself and herself the literature
befitting their moments of leisure. e Most
persons will favour fiction, which inclines
to comedy rather than to tragedy. The
smaller number will find what they need
among the essayists or narrators of
adventure. I believe that among dead
authors Sir Walter Scott, Charles Lamb,
Dickens, Thackeray, Borrow, Anthony
Trollope, R. L. Stevenson, and Sir Walter
Besant are a few whom it is always worth,
while putting to the test. It invidious
to mention living writers, but the names
of Rudvard ICipling, AnthonyH
ope, Pete,
at;
b
Barry Pain,- F. V.
Ridge, -W. W. Jacobs,
Lucas, If. GnWells, and Arnold Bennett .
naturally suggest themselves.- ,The freer.
the circulation of the sort obibooks - that;
I have indicated, the more calmly, in my j
opinion, shall we face our anxieties.
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To Kut Through Scorching Sand and Cool Oasis

Turkish prisoners, captured by the Indo-British force under the command of Lieut.-General Sir Percy Lake, marching across the
desert in Mesopotamia under a guard of Gurkhas with Indian officers.

British cavalry camp pitched amidst the cool shelter of a palm grove at a flooded portion of the desert along the Tigris bank, where
Sir Percy Lake's force is advancing to the relief of n..neral Townshend at Kut-el-Amara.

The War Illustrated, 28th February, 1916.
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The French Private in Castle and Schoolroom

The French " Tommy " as a chatelain. Although the famous Bouisin Chateau, situated in the Aisne district, has been battered by
German Mien fire, most of the valuables have been collected and are kept under guard by French soldiers. The Boche has a very
broad view on the subject of property, especially when fighting under the Crown Prince, whose partiality for trinkets is well-known.

Leisure moments tor tne r rencn soAoier billeted in a bencoinouse. Some 01 our allies occupying themselves in writing home, reading
letters, repairing clothes, etc. in such large, airy billets as these, the lot of the convivial French private is by no means an unhappy
one. In fact, it is rather the reverse.

Bonds of Sympathy Between Wounded Fighters

Two and a quarter yards of prisoner. One German lad captured
by the French in a raid on the trenches was six feet nine inches in
height—a most inconvenient stature for trench life, and making
its owner somewhat conspicuous in a German prison camp.

A roadside scene behind the lines in France. Soldiers offering gentle ministration to their wounded comrades. Above: French Red
Cross men dressing the wounds of a German orisoner.

The War illustrated, 26th February, 1916.

Neutral Greeks Do Their
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for the Alird Cause

British pHvate giving orders to Greek boys,
who are paid a franc a day to pick up stones fOr
road-making in Macedonia. He seems to experience n9 difficulty in making them understand
his commands although they are in English.

moult Greek laLourers requisitioned in the Allies' cause. These men are also collecting stones from a river-bed to construct thoroughfares for transport of munitions. They are paid at the rate of four francs a day. The inset photograph shows a number of Greeks
shovelling the stones into a waggon.
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Enemy Movements Across Snowy Hungarian Plains

The utter dreariness and desolation of the wintry wastes chilled the hearts of the
Hungarian troops as they trudged painfully through the snow towards the front— ;

—And the heavy labour of trench digging was increased a thousandfold by the
iron hardness of the ice-bound soil.

German soldiers were equipped with snow-shoes to enable them to advance at all,and their infantry lost all military smartness in their
resemblance to a Polar expeditionary party. Inset: A Hungarian, prone on the snow, cutting barbed-wire entanglements.

The War illustrated, 26th February;

1915.
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With the Forces at Home: Inspected by Lord French

t

ad is in order If the Huns should set foot on Albion's soil. Viscount French inspecting one of the Home Service Battalions.

Viscount french, wno is

of the troops stationed in England, going round " practice" trenches constructed
by the Derby recruits.

Since his retirement from the chief command or the brash Armies in France and Flanders, Viscount French has been busy seeing
that the new men alike for his successor's command and for home defence are equal in efficiency and enthusiasm to those who held
the road to Calais during the critical days of 1914-15. This shows the distinguished leader watching recruits at bayonet practice.

Daily Despatch of the Mail to Men at he Front

Royal Engineers' postal staff sorting the letters and parcels for the
On the right: Delivering the goods
British Army at the front.
by motor-car to the expectant men in the trenches.

The new Army post-office is in Regent's Park, and more than a million and a quarter letters and over a hundred and fifty thousand
parcels, most of them containing food of every description, are dealt with every day.

The Spiri of France : A Symbolical Impression

There are in France, more than in any other European country,
many inspiring monuments symbolical of that love of country
which proves the greatness of a nation. It is doubtful, however,
if any of them could surpass in beauty and dignity this group of
French soldiers, recorded .by the camera, leaving the trenches to
attack. A colonel at the head is carrying the Tricolour, Colonel

Desgrees du Lou, who took the flag at the critical moment from
the real standard-bearer, Lieut. Lobert, the better to inspire his
men forward. The nearest man, with the beard, is the " garde du
drapeau," or flag-guard, who always shields the standard-bearer.
The gallant colonel was struck down mortally wounded. His two
companions likewise fell, but the flag was saved.
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Firing. Grenades From a First-line British Trench

Remarkable photograph, taken in an advanced British trench,
showing a rifle-grenade in flight at the moment it left the barrel
of the rifle held by the man on the left. Grenades fired from the
rifle have been used as extensively as hand-grenades and bombs
in trench fighting. Attached to a rod which fits into the barrel,
the rifle-grenade is projected by an ordinary cartridge from which

the bullet has been extracted. These missiles are really miniature
shells, made of steel and so serrated as to be broken on exploding
into numerous pieces. They contain charges of a high explosive,
and the detonator is fired on impact by a needle which is liberated
only after the grenade has travelled a distance. Such grenades
have a range of about three hundred yards.

The War Illustrated, 26th February, 1916.
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Fragments From the Interminable Film of War

Left: Donkey from Gallipoli, a pet of the Royal Naval Division. Centre: „ Henry Farman," an air-station mascot with experience of
service in an aeroplane, a submarine, and a mine-sweeper! Right: A.V.O. men doctoring a horse with a pill at the front.

Novel inkstand made by a Canadian soldier from the time-fuse of an unexploded German shell ; some cartridges, bullets, buttons, and
a shoulder badge. Right: The homely " tabby " installed in a British first-line trench.

Convalescent Highlanders playing draughts on a large outdoor board in the West of Scotland. Centre: French Army rat-catcher
returning from the trenches with a " bag " of rodents. Right: The optimist! A Belgian soldier, recovered from wounds, on his way
from the Firth of Clyde tc rejoin for active service.
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Melody and Mirth with the A lied Fighting Men

The pipes and drums of a Highland regiment being played at a
British camp outside Salonika.

A slight illustration of Belgium's undaunted optimism, as expressed by a heterogeneous orchestra! Left: Australians and
Scotsmen enjoying a concertina solo on a London bridge.

"Sweetness in the desert air!" Egyptian troops receiving a music lesson from a smiling native non-com.

Problems of the Coming Spring
By Our War Correspondent, F. A. McKENZIE

I

HAVE recently had opportunity to study in exact
detail, along part of the British fighting front, conditions as they are to-day. What I saw gave me
greater admiration than ever for the spirits, the serene
courage, and the discipline of our men. I was amazed
at the excellence of the organisation of our armies. The
difference between conditions on the British fightinglines now and conditions a year ago is so great as to be
almost incredible. But—and a very great But !—I am
convinced that the problem before us now is bigger than
ever. This is the moment for hope, but it is not the
moment for over-confidence. The campaigns of 1916
promise to be the most severe, the most hardly contested,
and the most tremendous the war has known. just as
Tannenberg and Ypres and the battles of the Labyrinth
made all former battles pale their ineffectual fires, so the
fights just ahead of us may dwarf the conflicts of 1914-15.
People who reckon .on the strain on the civil population
of Germany affecting the fighting qualities of the German
Army this year are making, I am persuaded, a profound
mistake: The German people are suffering, and suffering
badly. The German Army on the fighting-lines is well
equipped, well armed, and confident. This applies to both
west and east. In the west, the men cantered by us to-day
show no signs of shortage of any kind, and they declare,
when interrogated, that all will soon be over, for Germany
Will soon be ready to strike her final blow. Let us knock
out of our heads, once and for all, the idea that we are dealing
with an exhausted - and downhearted foe. There could be
no greater delusion.

Army. The guns were delivered, but ammunition was not.
Factories were bUilt to manufacture supplies in Rumania
itself, but it is questionable how far they have advanced.
Let me- quote the German claims, without confirming thcht.
I, for one, believe in the Wisdom of learning what your
enemy thinks.
" Only the first allotment of ammunition which was made
in May, 1914, and sufficient only to provide the new artillery
system with shells for six to eight weeks, was delivered by
the German factories. In June, when European affairs
became acute, all further deliveries of war Material to
foreign Powers were prohibited by the German Government.
Hence, Rumania is to-day practically without adequate
ammunition for her artillery, and she can get it nowhere
except from Germany. The few munition factories which
have been newly established since the summer of 1915,
in a futile attempt to make up partly for the pressing need
of shells, are to-day being operated on less than thirty-five
per cent, capacity for lack of raw materials, which can no
longer reach that isolated country."
What will Russia succeed in doing ? She has obtained
fresh supplies Of shells and of guns. Her armies have been
reorganised. Doubtful factors, such as Russian Jewish
soldiers, have been sent back from the fighting-line: Today
there are two opposing views of the Russian situation. The
first is that the present Russian offensive; With its different
successes, is only the first sign of a big Rus.sian advance.
•
East or West, that is the Question
The second view is that the Russians are throwing away
great stocks of -munitions on minor enterprises; and that,
Germans Still Confident
when their supplies arc low, the Germans will strike again
It is the same in the east as in the west. I cannot give as they struck in the smuttier of 1915. Those who hold
personal - evidence ' about the eastern front, but let me the second view- believe- that Germany will Make her main
quote from one of the Scottish women doctors who recently offensive in 1916 not in the west, but in the east, and that
returned to England, after being captured in Serbia during she will attempt to give Russia a knock-out blow. Germany
the Austro-German advance. " The Prussian Guard were has tried this before, and failed. What hope is there of
the first of the enemy to arrive in the town (Krushe- her succeeding now ?
Let us turn to the west. 5[y recent forecast of great
Vatz), and soon they were followed by stout and well-fed
infantry battalions. The Germans had everything an activities here is being borne out. How far will theseactivities extend ? Is Germany going to push right
army needed-guns; munitions, supplies."
It Will save us disappointment to realise before the spring forward ? What hope is there of our striking successfully ?
struggle begins that our enemy is still in the highest degree" The problem on the western front is very simple. Either
formidable, and that, whatever the result of the immediate side can at almost any particular point of the enemy lines
capture the front trenches, and even the second line of
fighting; he will be formidable for many months ahead.
In attempting to peer into the future, certain funda- trenches—if it is prepared to pay the price. This is only a
mental issues face us. What will Sweden do ? W:hat will question of sufficiently heavy artillery fire, followed by a
Rumania do ? Will. Germany make a tremendous spring bold advance. But after capturing the first and second
attack upon Russia, and, if so, can she stand it ? Is there line the attacker is in a worse position than ever, for his
any hope of a great Russian advance ? What is happening men there are exposed to almost unendurable artillery fire
from an enemy who knows every range to an inch.
among the Mohammedan nations ?
What will Sweden do ? It is an open secret that Sweden,
Beware the Ides of March
with sympathies that have inclined towards Germany from
Can either side push forward beyond these front trenches,
the first, has been recently considerably angered by our
restrictions of her export trade. Everyone knows that con- and capture the artillery observation posts and the big guns.
siderable quantities of supplies pass to Germany through themselves ? Until this is done, nothing has been done
Sweden. How far can we stop these ? How far is it wise that is worth calling a victory.
A tremendous German advance upon Ypres might possibly
to risk an absolute breach with Sweden in order to secure
cause us to abandon that salient. So far as military prosow= belligerent rights ?
pects are concerned, such a retirement would mean little,
Two Doubtful Neutrals
though the abandonment Might have important political Sweden can put half a million men in the field, and good results. On the other hand, if we could secure, say, themen at that. Her adoption of the German cause would Messines ridge, we would have scored- a substantial victory,
practically cut off Russia from her Allies. What ought because that ridge would enable us to command great
we to do in dealing with her ? .What will she do in deciding stretches of enemy positions. her own course ? These are questions worth all the conThe weeks ahead, particularly March, give Germany
sideration we can give them.
her most favourable opportunity. In March and April the
Next we come to Rumania. The current of Rumanian winds are usually right for gas attacks. Is Germanyfeeling is strongly on our side—or, rather, is strongly on the to-day making the preliminaries for a big attack in Match ?
There is another aspect :of the war that must not be
side of our ally, Russia. If Rumania decides to participate in the war, what then ? Admittedly she has a forgotten. Britain is- bound to feel the pinch this summer
fine Army, well trained and keen. But have they adequate as never before. Tins pinch will come froth two causes--=
enemy air raids and a growing diminution of supplies
guns and ample ammunition ?
German publicists declare that if Rumania comes on our caused by the lack of merchant shipping. It will require
side she will be fatally hampered by lack of shells, In all the skill of our Government to minimise great incon1913 Rumania adopted Krupp guns throughout her venience.
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Cossacks' Da g Raid On An Austrian Convoy

In spite of modern conditions of warfare, which render the
regular use of cavalry impossible, the redoubtable Cossacks
sometimes get the opportunity to attack isolated enemy transport
columns. Recently a large number of waggons were "spotted"
from an observation post, and a detachment of Russian raiders

hid in a wood until the Austrian camp-fires flickered out. They
then charged down on the convoy, throwing hand-grenades among
the waggons, which were reduced to chaos. The Cossacks then
retreated to the wood followed by Hungarian cavalry, who, however, dared not pursue them into the treacherous marshes.

The War Illustrated, 26th February, 1916.
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How to Meet the New U Boat Threat
By Commander Canyon Bellairs, R.N., M.P.
so-called Moewe, the armed
THEmerchantman
which captured 'the
Appam, and sank other British
vessels, is the best indication of the
absurdity of Germany's new demands to
cover the continuation of her \var against
commerce. This vessel was indistinguishs
able to eyes high above the surface, in a
very clear atmosphere, from an ordinary
peaceful tramp.
Certainly an armed
merchant vessel would be indistinguishable
from an unarmed one to the wretched
'vision of a submarine's periscope. So
- when Germany says she will treat all
armed merchantmen as belligerent ships,
and torpedo them* at sight, she is merely
affirming her intention of attacking all
the allied ships as she did the unarmed
Lusitania, by torpedoing them at sight.
She also endeavours to rope in the United
States—or rather the men of words in
'Washington—to aid her to get rid of the
armed merchantmen, and thereby reveals
her harassing fear of the latter even when
they have the inadequate protection of a
single gun in the stern. The best attitude
for us to adopt is to say nothing, but to
proceed to increase the armament; so that
the merchant ship will be a nasty customer

some weeks ago, fired at a submarine
half a mile off, and she disappeared.
All cases were in the Mediterranean,
where the distances are greater, and patrol
protection is more difficult to establish. All
these examples of a large number of
successful escapes show how preposterous,
theoretical, and indeed unreal are the
proposals of the present Washington
administration. To ask the Grand Alliance
to bind their vessels to stop at once on the
demand of a submarine or other war
vessel, which is then to be at liberty to•
sink the ship instead of carrying her
before a Prize Court, to ask us furthermore
to agree to disarm all merchant ships in
face of the proved success of the policy,
is to ask us to dig a grave for the
advantages of maritime supremacy. ,
A Clear Policy •
The • public; which has shown itself
to have sounder instincts than the
Government, and which has forced the
Government by criticism to adopt the
policy of consulting our Allies, and giving
united instead of purely British answers to
the Notes from President Wilson, is weary
of the reasoned answers and the appeals

Captured British liner ,Appam in the U.S.A. port flying the German flag.
Huns
of the sea, evidently overjoyed at their one and only triumph, are beaming on the
photographer from the taffrail of the ship.

for the submarine to approach from any
quarter. The latter so often misses with
the torpedo that she is very chary of
wasting her limited supply--costing, say,
i5oo a piece—and the result is a decided
tendency to act as a surface vessel
and rely on the gun. Here the advantage
is with the merchant ship, with the higher
.and steadier platform. There have been
many instances where merchant ships
have been chased and fired at for long
intervals, and could have sunk or driven
off their assailants in a few minutes if only
they had possessed guns manned by
trained crews.
Mercintile Successes
• Last April I drew attention to the
thirteen-knot Vosges, which escaped after
being fired at for two hours. In July
reference was again made to the matter
in these pages, in connection with the
sixteen-knot''Cunarder, the Orduna, which
successfully escaped. The " Times " naval
correspondent mentions three recent cases
of the use of a gun which have been made
public. The Kashgar twice fired at a
periscope, forcing the submarine to dive,
and it-did riot appear a third time. The
City of Marseilles beat off the attack of
a U boat after eight rounds. The Plata;

to the moral rectitude of our case. They
Would much prefer a short, explicit, and
respectful statement that the Allies intend
to protect themselves against the- U boats
by all the resources at their disposal. With
the immense withdrawal of tonnage by
the allied Governments, it is probably true
that one cargo-carrving vessel in every
two is a neutral, and so long as we arm
merchant vessels the policy of the submarine attack on commerce is faced with
the dilemma evidenced by many actual
occurrences of attacks by mistake on
neutrals: That is the neutrals' affair with
Germany, and not with us. As for the
German warning of What is to happen
after March ist, I regard it simply as a lull
circle of the wheel in the diplomacy of
words with America, an affirmation of
what has been attempted for months past,
and an extension to all the - seas of the
words of the bombastic blockade proclamation over a year ago, that " from
February f Sth, 1915, all ships of the enemy
mercantile marine in these waters (the
waters surrounding Great Britain and
Ireland and all --British seas) will be
destroyed, and it will not always be
possibie to avoid danger to the crews and
passengers thereon." .
It was a shock -to the German militarist

mind to find their submarines fired
upon by the peaceful merchant vessels.
It is much more difficult to take aim
when the target fires back, and the
most disturbing thing to the Germans
will be to know that we intend to do
the thing thoroughly now that we have
the guns at last. It also helps to upset
another little surprise of their own. The
guns are useful to destroy floating mines,
and I suspect that, the Germans are
going in for an extension of the anarchist
policy of laying mines from submarines
capable of dropping eight or ten each
voyage. Here ace can assist to'prOtect
the neutrals as we have steadily done,
but I suggest that they should also help
by carrying a gun for the purpose of
destroying floating clangers.
It will not have escaped the Germans
that the neutrals, by their inglorious
silence, have acquiesced in the policy of
laying mines indiscriminately.
No " Casus Belli "
Of course, the most important vessels
are those in the American trade, not only
from considerations of the trade itself, but
because they are engaged in shorter trips
and are mote often in the danger zone.
They are limited at present by the
American rule, pointing to armaments in
the stern only, that " a merchant vessel
of belligerent nationality may carry an
armament and ammunition for the sole
purpose of defence without acquiring the
character of a ship of war." Unfortunately
the present American administration has
a great deal more. regard for the letter
than for the spirit, and is being jockeyed
into a position in which it may withdraw
from our merchant ships using their ports
all possibility of protection, in which case
their risks will be increased. It is perfectly
certain that if unarmed British merchant
ships are sunk on the faith of assurances
given to the United States, it will not
become a casts belii any more than the
Lusitania did.
It is evident, from the whole survey of
the situation that the one point on which
the Germans are to be congratulated is
the efficiency,of their spy service. They
were fully aware that in this war we have
not armed more than a small proportion
of our merchant ships, simply and solely
because we had not the guns. Now that
we have the guns, they wish to prevent us
from using them.
What Evi ry German Knows
Evidently the Germans have reason
to know, either at first hand or from
the American Press, that the guns can
fire in a way they could not fire before
the war, and against which submergence
- below the surface is not a complete protection. The merchant ships have no
other resource but what is contained in
their own hulls and what the Navy may
provide, international law having proved
itself both a snare and a delusion. We
ought to have been able to influence the
designs of about one thousand steamers,
built or about to be completed in this
country during the war, in the direction
of carrying an armament for the protection
of the merchant shipping generally. The
actual guns could be - economised by
arratvements for their transfer from
vessels going out of the zone -of danger to
vessels coming in, together with the
trained crews.
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Ruse and Realities in Allied Naval Services

Olevirly constructed decoy used to draw the fire of enemy land
batteries. Dummy warship which has been " on active service " in
the Levant, is now used off Lemnos island as a passive breakwater.

Since U-boats have so little chance against our Grand Fleet, their energies are transferred to the Mediterranean. The allied ships in
this sea are therefore ever on the alert for the skulking craft, and this photograph shows how watch is kept from the bridge of a
French vessel. Inset The only time the British ensign comes down. Lowering the flag at sunset on a patrol ship.
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In the track of the aerial ghouls. Where one woman, a girl and a boy wore killed instantaneously. and a number of inhabitants were more or less seriously injured in the Midlands.

Mission - hall completely wrecked by a bomb which struck the ground some distance away. A
lady who waS addressing a religious meeting and three members of the congregation were killed.

The Utter desolation caused in a working-class neighbourhood of a Midland town by the
indiscriminate shower of bombs. Many hapless innocents lost their lives in these houses.

Shambles ! The complete obliteration of a home in the Midlands. Not a piece of furniture
remained intact. Part of a bedstead and one or two chair-backs are seen amid the debris.
Official 2)10(00'01),U by Tralitani, Ltd,
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Giant Air Machines for Combat in the Clouds

WELD ENVELOPE
Forward gondola of a Zeppelin, placed under the
keel at the end of the great dirigible. The different
parts are named on the diagram (inset). The crew
and engines are accommodated in two of these long,
gondola-shaped cars.

Repooluced by courtesy of " The Aeroplane."
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Giant Russian biplane, capable of accommodating sixteen people, one of the most 'wonderful types of `the heavier-than-air machine,
named the Ilya Mourometz, or the Sikorsky, after its inventor. This huge aeroplane has four engines, and carries enough petrol fOr
flights of three to four hundred miles.

Britain's Roll of Honoured Dead

Major E. COLSON, 41st
Dogras (Indian Army).

Capt: A.'GEARY SMITH,
9th West Yorks Regt.

Capt. J. F. S. GRAINGER,
11th Black Watch.

Major H. E. R. BOXER,
D.S.O., Lincolnshire Regt.

Major J. R. WARDLE,
Q.O.R. Glasgow Yeomanry.

Capt. J. C. HOLMS. 9th
Queen Victoria's Rifles.

Capt. J. T. LEWIS, 6th
Lincolnshire Regt.

Capt. A. C. DONALDSON.
Sth Cameron Highlanders.

Capt. B. H. HOLLOWAY,
9th Royal Sussex.

ajor E. Colson. 41st Dogras. died of wounds received in Mesopotamia. He was the
eldest son of Surgeon-Major E. Colson, I.M.S.. and grandson of the late Canon
Colson. rector of Claxton. Kent. Obtaining his first appointment in the South vales
Borderers, in December, 1895, he transferred to the Indian Army in 1899. He was promoted captain 'in 1904, and major in 1913." Major Colson saw active service in China
in 1900. and was awarded the medal. Major H, E. R. Boxer. D.5.0.. Lincolnshire Regiment. obtained his commission in 1892. He had seen active service with the Nile Expedition of 1598. was severely wounded at the Battle of Atbara. was mentioned in despatches.
and received the Egyptian medal with clasp, and the Atbara medal.
_Major J. R. Wardle, the Queen's Own Royal Glasgow Yeomanry. was the fourth son of
the late Mr. Henry Wardle. M.P., of llighfield, Burton. Major-Wardle was first connected
with the 5th Highland Eight Infantry. and for ten years with the Queen's Own
Crathorne. 252nd Tunnelling . Compithy. Royal
Royal Glasgow Yeomanry. Lieut.
Engineers. was gazetted to the 11th South Lancashire Regiment in May. 1011. excha nein ,
later into the Royal Engineers. He served thronghout the South _African Campaign. first
as a trooper and a f terWarris as lieutenant in the Imperial Light Horse, receiving both
medals and clasps.
Sec.-Lieut. C. H. W. Darling. 2nd Royal Irish Rifles. was the second son of the late
Rev. Oliver Darling, rector of killesk parish. Duncannon. Co. Wexford. He was a
member of his school C.T.0 . and enlisted in the 8th Hussars. He applied for a commission
on the outbreak of war. any was gazetted to the 3rd Royal Irish Rifles.

Lieut. G. F. F. CORBET,
1st Welsh Regt.

Lieut. R. C. BAILE,
Royal Engineers.

Lieut. F. CRATHORNE,
Royal Engineers.

M

'

Lieut. C. E. F. BEVIR,
Royal Field Artillery.

Sec:-Lient. R. M. SPENCER,
lst R. warwickshire Regt.

Lieut. W. C. ISLE, 7th
South Staffordshire Regt.

Sec.-Lieut. C. H. WALE,
2nd Royal Irish Rifles'.

Sec.-Lieut. F. H. BUTLER,
6th London Rifles.

Lieut. H. BALL, Royal Engineers,

Lieut. E. WORKMAN,
5th Royal Irish Rifles.

Sec.-Lieut. H. DURANT.
9th (Queen's Royal) Lancers.

P straits by Stegiro Lafayette, EWctt & Fry, Iandyk, ILughes

Sec.-Lt. C. H. W. DARLING,
3rd Royal Irish Rifles.-
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Queen-Mother Waits on Britain's Fighting Sons

British soldiers, on their return mud-stained and weary from the
trenches, had refreshments handed to them by her Majesty Queen
Alexandra, who assisted at the Soldiers' Free Buffet installed
near London Bridge. The Queen-Mother graciously worked for an
hour and a half, serving sandwiches, cakes, and hot coffee. Nowa-

days, when whole nations are at war and all classes are vitally concerned in the fortunes of their country, Royalty is playing its part
with unprecedented fervour. Queen Mary, the Tsaritza and her
daughters, Queen Elizabeth of Belgium, and the ladies of enemy
Courts are equally assiduous in working for their respective realms.

Spartan Belgian artillerymen taking a wintry dip and washing their horses and guns in the
sea. Despite the rigour of the Flanders winter, the Belgian troops stationed among the sand-

dunes along the coast are frequently to be seen enjoying cold sea baths. After spending winter
in the trenches one is fairly well able to stand anything in the nature of cold and wet.

by
WHERE KIND ALBERT'S ARMY STILL
'Belgiana•in khaki saluting their commanding officer on parade near the Flanders front.
Right: Steel-capped Belgians standing at the' salute. The value of steel helmets as a

STANDS FIRM

AGAINST THE ENEMY.
protection from head wounds having been proved by their use, the Belgian military authorities
have lost no time in adopting these metal casques.

